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It is with keen interest and pleasure that 
this volume of the SPEC T RU M  is pre­
sented. It has been our purpose as ed i­
tors to record the outstanding events of 
the year 1935-36 at the Georgia State  
College for W om en . It is hoped that 
this Yearbook reflects not only what has 
been done on our campus, but also the 
spirit in which these activities have been 
carried on— the theme of our book be­
ing Life on the Campus.
DEDICATION
•
Too numerous to name are the people 
who have contributed of themselves to 
the welfare of our college. Therefore, 
it seems fitting that this volume of the 
SPECTRUM  be dedicated to all those 
whose activities, whether great or small, 
have made life on our campus more 
worthwhile, and whose lives have been 
of inspiration to us who under their 
leadership have sought wisdom and 
truth.
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THE CLOSE of the year 1935-36 at G. S. C. W . marks the end of 
the second year Dr. Wells has served as president. It seems re­
markable that anyone in so short a time could become as thoroughly 
familiar with our college, and add so much to the progressive trends 
of an institution as he has done. Certainly the most anyone could 
say would be too little about the splendid, humane work Dr. Wells 
is doing.
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SENIOR C LA SS  H ISTORY
19 3 6
N EW  LA N D S lay before us— we were the Fresh­
men at G . S. C .  W . who were to fill four years with 
the search for a realization of our collegiate dreams. 
W e were a new hope for our Alm a Mater, new ex­
plorers in our generation, new builders in a college 
world. W e  faced  the challenge that lay before us 
with our invincible Freshman spirit.
That first year will ever remain in our memories as 
a priceless adventure. Five hundred of us stood 
"en masse" when the school was introduced to its 
latest novelty, the recent models of the brown and 
white uniform to the upper classmen; to ourselves, 
the classmates who were to share new hopes, new 
thoughts, new beliefs, and new ideals for our Alm a 
M ater. W e were filled with a spirit that would make 
us strong and a desire for unity that would make us 
unconquerable.
ESTH ER A D A M S 
Savannah
A .B . English
SU JETTE  A D A M S 
W est Point 
B.S. Education (Biology)
D O RIS  A D A M SO N  
Atlanta 
B.S. General
REBECCA A N D ER SO N  
Atlanta 
B.S. General
C L IFFO R D  A R L IN E  
Claire 
B.S. Education
T H E LM A  A R N O LD
Devereux 
B.S. Home Economics
M A RY Z EN A  BAKER
Milledgeville 
B.S. Home Economics
V IR G IN IA  BLACK 
Macon 
B.S. Home Economics
W e  began our career under the red and black colors, which we kept in evidence on all 
occasions, and strove with zeal to wave high above the other class banners. Our class 
song, written by a fellow Freshman, was selected in the class-song contest as the one by which 
we wished to express ourselves for the span o f four years in praise of our class and college.
As the year passed hurriedly, there came changes that affected us greatly. W ill it ever 
be forgotten that we were the first Freshmen who were allowed to wear berets to town in-
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SENIORS
LU C ILE  B LO O D W O R TH  
Macon 
B.S. Education
M ILDRED BO O TH 
Butler
B.S. Home Economics
E LLA  BO W M AN  
Brenwood 
A .B . French
S A R A  BRA N H A M  
Oxford 
A .B . English
LU C ILE  BRANN EN 
Statesboro 
B.S. Education
KA TH RYN  BRO O KS 
Greensboro
A .B . English
A D A  BROW N 
Rochelle 
B.S. Education
ELIZA BETH  M A R IA  BRO W N  
Macon 
B.S. Education
-■I;
stead of the uniform hat? W h a t a difference there was in the endless line to church, when 
we walked two by two in off-shade black hose instead of the discarded solid black. Day 
by day life became more colorful, and soon the whole campus blossomed forth in varied 
hues, as we expressed our personalities in the sweaters we chose to wear with our uniform.
As individuals we had ideas all our own; as a class we had aims and ambitions, the pur­
suit o f which raised us to higher levels. The tune of our song was 'Anchors Aw eigh ," and 
we accepted the anchor as a symbol of faith and of hope.
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LA D Y E  BRO W N  
Royston 
B.S. Education
FR A N C ES BRYA N T 
A tlanta 
B.S. Home Economics
N E LL IE  N EA L  BÜRG IN
Buena Vista
A .B . English
M ILD RED  BURN ETTE 
Gray 
B.S. Education
RUTH  BUTTS S A R A  FR A N C ES C A LH O U N  A R C H IE  C A R ITH ER S  A N N E  C A R M IC H A E L
M illedgeville Mount Vernon Fort Valley East Point
B.S. Education A .B . English B.S. Education B.S. Education
W e  strove to make a perfect dive into a sea of campus activities, and at the end o f the 
year we were proud of the results of our efforts. Our victories in tournaments on the 
athletic field were a proof of our love of fair play, while our effort to establish an honor 
code in the Freshman class showed the ideals that supported our work. The deepening 
school spirit rang clearly in the cheers that we gave in her name, and when our Freshman 
days were behind us, we were eager to become loyal Sophomores.
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V IR G IN IA  CASON 
Jewel 
A .B . English
JA N E  CASSELS 
Americus 
A .B . History
RUTH CASTEEL 
Washington 
A .B . Mathematics
B A R B A R A  CH A M BERS 
Toomsboro 
B.S. Education
M A R TH A  CH EN EY 
A lbany 
B.S. General (Chemistry)
M ARY CH EN EY 
Carrollton 
A .B . English
S A LLY  CLO D FELTER
Eatonton 
B.S. Education
D O R O TH Y  C O LEM A N  
Devereux 
B.S. General (English)
The second year brought many changes, but our spirit remained undisturbed. W e  faced  
every tournament and contest with the fixed determination to win, for our young hearts were 
teeming with hopes that would surely make us victorious.
W e  now began our practice teaching and we were ambitious for professional qualities. 
This added dignity to our Freshman pep and enthusiasm. Our shoes must shine, our skirts 
must be creased, and our shirts must be just an academic degree whiter and stiffer than
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A U S T E LLE  C O L W E LL  
Blairsville 
B.S. Home Economics
IR M A  C O N E 
Townsville 
A .B . French
M IR IA M  CO O PER  
Columbus 
B.S. Education
RUTH  C R A N FO R D  
Buena Vista 
B.S. Education
D O N N IE  D A ILE Y  
Homer 
A .B . Enqlish
A N N ETTE  D A N IEL
Morgan 
B.S. Education
EL IZ A BETH  DAN I ELL
Villa Rica 
B.S. Education
IS A B EL  C R ITTEN D O N  D AVIS 
Cuthbert
A .B . English
ever before. Lesson planning was the order of the day, and many spare moments were 
filled with stories of classroom or with discussion of the progress of pupils.
Spring brought a never-to-be-forgotten event. Illustrious was the day that G . S. C. W .  
bade farewell to the uniform and became the college of m any’styles, colors, and individuali­
ties. W h a t  fun it was to find a brand new way to express ourselves and to find distinguishing 
ch aracteristics in our friends, as they selected their collegiate costumes. Exciting letters fled
S A R A  JA N E  DECK M A U D E D IXO N LO U IS E  D O N EH O O ELISE  DO RSEY
Dalton Columbus Atlanta Rochelle
A .B . Ens 1 ish A .B . English A .B . French B.S. Education
LO LA  D O W IS BEATRICE D R A U G H O N V IR G IN IA  DREW RY JA N E  D UBO SE
Emory Savannah Griffin Ludowici
B.S. Education B.S. Home Economics B.S. Secretarial Science A .B . Biology
to all parts of the State and trunks were prepared to preserve those future heirlooms— our 
uniforms.
A lready we had found our places in the Y .W . C. A . for it had first welcomed us to col­
lege. It was during our Sophomore year that a new organization was started on our campus 
and plans were begun for a third. Now we were to become an integral part of both Col­
lege Government and the Recreation Association. Co-operation and loyalty to ideals be-
SENIORS
m
came a part of our lives more than ever before; new responsibilities from the trusts which the 
college had placed in us for the welfare of the campus challenged more and more strongly 
our class spirit.
The place that we as individuals and as class gradually filled at G. S. C. W .  can never 
be forgotten by those of us to whom these memories are dear. The winning of the Recrea­
tion Association cup for two years, class parties, hikes, and projects all had their places in
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A L IC E  DUN CAN  
Dublin 
¡.S. Home Economics
G LA D Y S  D UN CAN  
Royston 
B.S. Education
A L IC E  V IR G IN IA  DUNN
Milledgeville 
B.S. Secretarial Science
D O R O T H Y  ELLIS  
Monticello 
A .B . Music
FRA N CES ELTO N
Tennille 
S. Home Economics
G LA D Y S  EVAN S 
M illedgeville 
A .B . English
SA R A  H ELEN  FER G U SO N  
Desoto 
B.S. Education
M A R T H A  FLEM IN G  
A lbany 
B.S. Secretarial Science
SENIORS
SENIORS
IN EZ  FO RESTER  
Sulphur Springs 
B.S. Education
M A RTH A  FR A N K LIN  
Thomaston 
B.S. Home Economics
K A TH ER IN E  GIBSO N 
Augusta 
A .B . French
M A R TH A  G IESLER  
Atlanta 
B.S. Education (A rt)
NAN G LA SS  
Atlanta 
B.S. General
M ARY G O ETTE 
Hawkinsville 
!.S. General (M athem atics)
H EN R IET TA  GREER 
Monticello 
B.S. Education
M A R TH A  SU E H A LE  
Monroe 
A .B . English
makins our class history and in enabling us to strengthen the friendships that made our 
college lives more worthwhile. There was something very significant in the motto, "Stick  
together and pull," that we adopted upon one occasion; our Senior year was to show us 
even more fully the value of this fundamental ideal.
Many changes d eve lo p ed  in our social life. Long shall it be remembered that we were 
the first Junior class in the history o f our college to entertain at a Junior dance. W h a t  an
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SENIORS
MARILUCy HAMMETT 
Hapeville 
B.S. Home Economics
LO R A IN E  H A R PER
Brunswick 
B.S. Home Economics
M A RY  H A R R A LS O N  
Decatur 
B.S. Home Economics
M A R TH A  H A R R ELL
Quitman 
B.S. Home Economics
M A R TH A  H A R R IS O N  
Atlanta
A .B . Mathematics
LO R A  H ELTO N  
Sandersville 
B.S. Home Economics
M ILD RED  H EN R Y  
Lafayette 
B.S. Home Economics
R O SE H ER N D O N  
Dalton 
B.S. Education
■ ■ ■ ■ ■
occasion it proved to be, with a real orchestra, real music, and real partners. In the past 
years we had danced only with girls in obedience to the rule of the school. W e  really made 
our debut on the night o f the Junior dance.
W e  faced our Senior year with a multitude of memories from a variety of experiences of 
our first three years. Every day had kept us close together and for three years we had 
striven to reach the goal that we had set for ourselves as Freshmen. The ideals o f loyalty
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FLO R EN C E  H ER R O N  D O R O TH Y  M A RIO N  HESTER L IL L IE  H IG H F IE LD  M A R TH A  C O LE  H IL L H O U S E
Columbus Cairo Rome Sylvester
B.S. General (M athem atics) A .B . English B.S. Education B.S. General
(Hom e Economics)
FRA N CES LO U IS E  H O D G ES 
Hapeville 
B.S. General (English)
JEA N ETTE H O LLA N D  
Byron
A .B . French
RUTH H O LL IN SH ED
Milledgeville 
B.S. Home Economics
PA LM A  H O LT
W aycross 
B.S. Home Economics
ìm m m
and perseverance had been so closely woven into our ideals that we realized that only 
through them could we attain our cherished dream— to become the best class G. S. C. W .  
has ever known.
Our Senior year gave us a rare opportunity to prove our belief in the ideals that to us 
were the highest. These we incorporated in a code for our daily living.
During the latter half of our Junior year plans were begun for a Senior Hall, the first one 
in the history of our college and an experiment which our class was privileged to make. The
SENIORS
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A S H L E Y  H O R N  
Hawkinsville 
B .S. General (Chemistry)
ED N A  H O W A R D  
G ay 
A .B . English
E LLA  PEA R L H U D SO N
M illedgeville 
B.S. Education
M A RY  DAN IN G R A M
Fayetteville 
B.S. Education
M IN N IE  A N N  IR W IN  
Sandersville
A .B . French
R O SE  IVEY 
M illedgeville
5.S. Secretarial Science
T H E LM A  IVEY 
Milledgeville 
B.S. Secretarial Science
V IO L A  JA M ES
Atlanta
B.S. General (H ealth  and 
Physical Education)
idea was so new to us that we could not easily decide whether or not we wished to leave 
our present homes in the other dormitories; they had harbored our happiness, our hopes, our 
fears, and our doubts for three years, and we knew that if walls could talk, they would cer­
tainly tell the secrets of our own collegiate diaries. A fte r much discussion among ourselves 
and after weeks of deliberation on the part o f our authorities, it was decided that Seniors 
would live in Ennis and that Mrs. A . J. Kiser, whom some of us already called "M other K i,"
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M A R T H A  FRA N C ES JO IN E R  
Wrens 
A .B . English
A N N IE  LA U R IE  JO N ES
Washington 
A .B . English
IN A  M AE JO N ES
Atlanta
3.S. Vocational Home 
Economics
C. O L IV E  JO R D A N  
Milledgeville 
A .B . English
FEL IC E  K IM B R O U G H  
Decatur 
B.S. Education
M A RY LO U  K IM SEY  
Toccoa 
B.S. Home Economics
FLO R EN C E K N IG H T
Social Circle 
A .B . History
M A RY  E. LEVERETT
Macon 
B.S. Education
would be our housemother. Plans were laid in M ay and when September rolled around, 
two hundred of us arrived to start off together on a new and thrilling adventure at G . S.
C. W .
Life here was to be new and different, and the success of a Senior Hall lay definitely 
within our power. For three years we had worked as a group and as individuals to incorporate 
in our lives and in the history of our class those standards which we had hoped to reach 
in our college experiences.
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SENIORS
C L A U D IA  LITTLE
Macon 
B.S. Home Economics
G A R N ETTE  LYN  ES
Savannah 
A .B . English
JA C Q U E LY N  M cCA RY 
Roberta 
B.S. Education
M A RY O L IV E  M cG R IFF  
Brunswick
A .B . English
A N N E  M cLEN D O N  RUTH  M A N G H A M  EVELYN  M A RTIN  EM ILY  M A TTH EW S
Grovetown Am ericus Berner A tlanta
A .B . History A .B . English A .B . History B.S. Education
W h a t  was there in these experiences that had proved or tested our capabilities and our 
ideals? Had the experiences of the past years given us a foundation strong enough to meet 
this new test? W e re  the ideals and standards on which we had worked sufficient to form 
a code for our daily living and higher responsibilities?
These were the questions that were brought forcibly to us in the first class meeting of 
our Senior year. W e  had expressed a desire to let Senior Hall be a real experiment in Col-
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RUTH M EEKS
Kite
B.S. Home Economics
H A R R IE T  M IN CEY 
Warthen
A .B . English
FLO R ID E  M O O RE
M illedgeville 
B.S. Home Economics
FR A N C ES M O RRIS
Milledgeville
B.S. Education
M A RY  L IL L IA N  M URPH Y 
Augusta
B.S. Home Economics
V IR G IN IA  M U R R A Y 
Fort Valley
A .B . French
RUBY O A K LE Y  
Fairburn 
A .B . English
S A R A  LO U IS E  O W E N S  
LaGrange
B.S. General (Ch emistry)
lege Government, and we had declared ourselves willing to assume the definite responsibilities 
and to prove ourselves worthy of the confidence of the college authorities and our fellow- 
classmates.
The Senior code was drawn up by a committee of girls who were elected for this purpose and 
each division of the code contained suggestions from the entire class. W hen  the committee  
had completed its work the code was presented to the class for criticism and finally for adop-
SENIORS
■
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A V IS  PERDU E 
A lam o
I.S. Home Economics
D O R O T H Y  PERK IN S 
Columbus
B.S. Education
LO U IS E  PERSO N S 
Monticello
B.S. Education
M A R JO R IE  PERSO N S 
Monticello
A .B . History
M A R TH A  P H ILL IP S  
Augusta
B.S. Home Economics
FA Y P ILKEN TO N  
Moleña 
B.S. Education
M A R TH A  P IN SO N
Sylvester
A .B . English
N A T A L IE  PURD O M  
Blackshear
B.S. Music
tion. The following expression of our ideals was based on the principles which had guided 
us since our Freshman year.
T H E  S EN IO R  C O D E , 1935-36
W e  as Seniors realize that we are living in a community. W e  recognize the fa c t that 
courtesy in all phases of life is essential to all group happiness. Therefore, we emphasize 
courtesy as one of our major ideals.
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JEA N N ETT E  RA U CH  
Dawson
A .B . English
BETTY REED
Gainesville 
A .B . English
M A RTH A  FRAN CES REEVES 
Roberta
B.S. Education
RUTH  R ID G EW A Y  
Cannon
B.S. Home Economics
KA TH LEEN  ROBERTS 
Gainesville
B.S. Education
LU C ILLE  RO GERS 
Reidsville
3.S. Home Economics
M A RG A R ET RUCKER 
Griffin
B.S. Home Economics
S A R A  EL IZ A BETH  RU TLA N D
Cartersville
A .B . English
Prudence is the quality of being discreet, wisdom put into practice. W e  recognize pru­
dence as vital and determine to make it an integral part of our code of living.
W e  believe that a Senior should be spiritually awake to all the resources for forming a
creative philosophy of life.
W e  as Seniors desire that happiness which comes from well-poised and healthful bodies. 
W e  chose to set for ourselves certain definite regulations. W e  were living in a com ­
munity, and we desired that the rights of each individual should be protected as well as the
SENIORS
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B A R LIC E  SA LTSM A N  
LaGrange
A .B . History
ER N EST IN E SEG R A VES 
Fitzgerald
A .B . Latin
EVELYN  SENN 
Dawson 
A .B . English
K A T H E R IN E  SESS IO N S 
M illedgeville
B.S. Home Economics
V IR G IN IA  S H O U S E  
Madison
B.S. Education
V ILD A  S H U M A N  
Coolidge 
A .B . Chemistry
RU N N ETTE S IM M ER SO N  
M illedgeville
B.S. Education
C E C IL IA  SM ITH  
A lbany
B.S. Home Economics
■ i
standards of G . S. C. W .  and of our class. W e  wished to live natural and normal lives 
while we were in college so that we might prepare ourselves to be good future citizens 01 
a world community. Our class officers presented our code and regulations to the Faculty 
Committee on Student Conduct and spoke in behalf of the entire class when they said we 
desired a chance to prove ourselves worthy o f such an experiment.
Our code of ideals went into effect on the following afternoon and we rejoiced together 
with "M other K i" and Miss Adam s, our housemother and our dean, who were with us in Ennis;
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SENIORS
ED N A EA R L SM ITH  
Mt. Vernon
B.S. Home Economics
FLO R A  K ITE  SM ITH  
Kite
A .B . Latin
H ELEN  STAPLES 
Mableton
A .B . French
H A Z EL  STEW A R T
W hite Plains
B.S. Vocational Home 
Economics
P A LA C IA  STEW A R T  
Haddock
B.S. Education
IM A  STYLES
Bowdon 
B.S. Education
S A R A  SU LLIV A N  
Perkins
A .B . French
JA N E  SU TH ER LA N D  
Atlanta
A .B . English
R O S A L IE  SUTTO N
Brunswick
B.S. General 
( Mathematics)
ED ITH  TA N N E R  
Atlanta
B.S. General (Chemistry)
their keen insight, sympathetic understanding, and steadying hands have helped to guide us 
through a gloriously happy year.
Among the pleasures of the final year are listed our dances, class parties, hikes, Sunday 
afternoon teas for our friends, and the pleasures that came from our recreation hall, the large 
room downstairs that was the pride of our hearts. The Senior production of a musical 
comedy. "The Sweetest Girl in Town," proved to be a thrilling event and we shall always
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SENIORS
V ID A  ED N A  TH U R M A N  
M idville
B.S. Home Economics
EM BELLE  TH U R M O N D  
Danburg
B.S. Education
ETH EL G IL L E O  TO S 
Claxton
A .B . French
S A R A  K . VAN N  
Macon
A .B . English
V IR G IN IA  W A LD EN  
Louisville
B.S. Education
BELLE  W A L L  M ILD RED  W A T S O N  G W EN D O LY N  W E A T H E R S  M RS. L ILL IA N  B. W EBBER  C A R O L IN E  W ED D IN G TO N
Ellaville Griffin
B.S. Home Economics A .B . A rt
Mt. Vernon 
A .B . English
M illedgeville 
B.S. Education
M illedgeville 
B.S. Education
remember happily our efforts to contribute to a loan fund that was started the year before 
we were Seniors.
Never could there be listed the plans, the events, and the undertakings that made our 
Senior year at G. S. C. W .  a grand finale to a wonderful experience. It was a summing up 
of the spirit, the ideals, and the desires that had filled our hearts and minds since we were 
Freshmen. It was our chance to prove the growth and developm ent that we had attained  
through honest efforts to do our part well.
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H O R TEN S E  W ILL IA M S  
Cordele 
A .B . English
ID A  W ILL IA M S  
Macon 
I.S. Home Economics
LO IS  W ILL IA M S  R O SA  BLUE W IL L IA M S  M A RY C A R Y  W IL L IS  
Porterdale Buena Vista Columbus
B.S. Education B.S. Home Economics B.S. General (B iology)
SY B IL  W ILS O N  H A Z E L  W IT H E R IN G T O N  A L L IE N E  W R IG H T  V IR G IN IA  A N N  Y O U N G
Davisboro Pineview Griffin Maxeys
A .B . English A .B . English B.S. Secretarial Science B.S. Education
Our college days are over, but these memories will remain with us always. As comrades 
we have faced four years of varied experiences; as comrades we have endeavored to grow 
and to measure up to the highest ideals of our lives; and as comrades we will always sing, 
"H a il to our Alm a Mater! Hail, G. S. C ! "  and to the never-to-be-forgotten class of 1936.
— C A R O L IN E  R ID LEY , President, 
Class of 1936.
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SENIOR C L A S S  S O N G
Hail to our G. S. C.!
Hail, hail to thee!
Our hearts and hands are ready 
And our love for thee is steady. 
W e  raise our Senior song 
High to the skies.
W e  give our praise to thee,
Our G . S. C.!
Skies may be blue above,
Skies may be grey.
No matter what the weather 
W e  will fight it out together. 
W e 'll hold your memory dear 
Down through the years.
Hail to our Alm a Mater,
G . S. C.!
J U N I O R S
'Junior Officers
President
CATHERINE M ALLO RY . . Savannah
Representative to Council 
SA RA  RUTH A LLM AN D  . . . . . .  Columbus
Vice-President 
JULIETTE B U R R U S .............................................Columbus
Secretary
DOROTHY M E A D O W S ..................................Albany
Treasurer
M YRA J E N K IN S .............................................Thomaston
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ELIZABETH ADAM S . . . .  Rocky Mount, N. C.
M ARY A D A M S .............................................................Boston
RUTH A D A M S ....................................................... Stapleton
ISABEL A L L E N ............................................Social Circle
M ARY PITTS A L L E N ...................................... Monticello
LOUISE A M A S O N ...........................  . . . Hapeville
M ARTHA CO YLE A M A S O N ........................... Carlton
M ARTHA A N G L E Y .......................................College Park
A VLO N A  A T H O N ............................ . . Macon
EVELYN A U B R Y .......................................................Atlanta
MARION B A U G H N ............................................Atlanta
LOUISE B E N N E T T .......................................Fort Gaines
ELLO W EN E B E S S E N T ...................................... Warwick
NAOM I B E S T ..................................................Manchester
JU L IA  CA RO L B L A C K ...................................... Atlanta
J U N I O R S
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CLIFFORD B O N D .................................................. Eastman
ELIZABETH B O S T IC K .............................................Augusta
A LA  JO  B R E W T O N .............................................Vidalia
ELEANOR B R IS E N D IN E ....................................... Griffin
JU LIA  B R O W N ........................................................Martin
MARY HOUSER B R O W N ............................Grovania
ROSALYN B R O W N ....................................... Cobbtown
JU LIA  HELEN B U R G IN ............................Buena Vista
ELIZABETH B U R R O U G H S ..................................Cairo
CATHERINE C A L H O U N ............................Savannah
MARY ELLEN C A L H O U N ............................Arlingto.i
MARY C A R R U T H .................................................. Roswell
MARY ELIZABETH C A R T E R .......................Rochelle
M ARY H AZEL C A R T E R ....................................... Vidalia
M ARGARET ALICE CHENEY . . Carrollton
J U N I O R S
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CAROLYN C O L E M A N ............................... Perry
FRANCES C O W A N ............................... Griffin
ELIZABETH C O X ....................................... Atlanta
LOUISE C R O W D E R ................Birmingham, Ala.
NANCY D A N IE L L ................................... Leary
MARTHA D A V I S ................................... Camilla
M ARY LOIS D A V IS ................................... Clayton
SA RA  REBECCA DAVIS . . .  . . Douglas 
LEDRA D e L A M A R ............................Columbus
ANNETTE D O R R IS ................................Loganville
DORIS D U P R E E ................................Hawkinsville
MARY LOUISE E C H O L S ................Milledgeville
DOROTHY E D W A R D S ........................Morganton
CHRISTINE E N N I S ........................Milledgeville
MARY FAGLIE . . .  ........................... Avera
J U N I O R S
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RUTH F L U R R Y ........................................Atlanta
ALM A  SMITH F O L S O M ....................Carrollton
NELL F O S T E R ............................................ Roswell
FRANCES F R IZ Z E L L E .................................... Ailey
HARRIET F U L L E R .................................... Atlanta
DORIS G O D A R D ............................Milledgeville
V IRG IN IA  G R A Y ........................................ Lyons
GRACE E. G R E E N E ........................ Waynesboro
M INNIE G R O S S .................................... Kingsland
ELIZABETH ALLENE GROVES . . . .  Lincolnton
SARA FRANCES H A D L E Y ................Columbus
ELISE H A G A N ........................................ Sylvania
SADIE H A L L .................................... Wrightsville
RUTH H A R R IS ........................................ Augusta
CATHERINE E. H A R T ............................ Colbert
J U N I O R S
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MARY GRACE H IL L E R ............................Dawson
LOIS H IT C H C O C K ............................... Moultrie
EM M A JEA N E  H O L L IS ........................Columbus
M ARGARET H O L M E S ................................Elko
EUNICE H U N T ....................................Kathleen
DOROTHY IN G R A M ........................... Atlanta
FRANCES I V E Y ....................................... Thomson
FRANCES I V E Y ................................Milledgeville
LUCILE K E N N E D Y ................................... Baxley
MARY ELIZABETH K IL G O R E ....................Decatur
LOUISE K I T E ........................................... Macon
M A R JO R IE  L A N I E R ............................Soperton
EDNA EPPS L A T T IM O R E ....................Savannah
JA M IE  GEORGE L U N S F O R D ................Atlanta
DOROTHY McCa r t h y ....................White Oak
FRANCES M c D O N A L D ............................ Buford
MARY M c G A V O C K ........................Thomasville
ELIZABETH M c K O Y ................................Newnan
LOIS M c R A E ........................................ Glenwood
DOROTHY M c T Y R E .................... Powder Springs
W ILH ELM IN A  M A L E T T E ............................Ocilla
SARA M A L O N E ................................Monticello
I
 MARGARET M A N N ................................ Senoia
DOROTHY DIX M A R S H A L L ....................Evans
|  EUGENIA M A R S H A L L ........................ Savannah
MARGARET M A T H IS ............................ Abbeville
MATTIE JO  M A Y ................................ Lincolnton
ELIZABETH M E A D O W S ............................ Vidalia
H AZEL M E R C E R .................................... Cordele
HELEN M ARIE M IT C H ELL.................... East Point
J U N I O R S
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A N N E M O R G A N ........................................Clyo
CLAIRE M O S E L E Y ....................................Lyons
FLORENCE N U N N ............................... Bostwick
JA N E  O 'N E A L ................................College Park
SARA KATHERINE O R R ........................Calhoun
JEA N N E  HARRIS P A R K E R ................Thomasville
MARTHA LOUISE P A S C H A L ................Harlem
MARGARET P A T R IC K ............................Quitman
DORIS P E A C O C K ....................................Camilla
MARY P E A C O C K ............................... Columbus
DAISY P E T E R S O N ....................................... Ailey
RO SEM ARY P E T E R S O N ........................Douglas
BILLY P R A T E R ........................................... Dalton
MARY LUCY P R E S T O N ........................Monroe
W IL U E  LOUISE P R IC E ............................... Plains
J U N I O R S
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EVELYN Q U A T T L E B A U M ........................Unadilla
REESE R A G S D A L E .................................... Hiram
AUDREY R A IN E Y ............................ Buena Vista
ZELM A R A L E Y .................................... Louisville
CATHERINE R A Y ................................ Norwood
KATHRYN R E E S ................................ Lincolnton
DOROTHY R IV E R S ............................ Glenwood
M ARIEM M A R O B E R T S ....................Montezuma
ROBBIE R O G E R S ................................ Gainesville
M ARIE R U S S E L L ........................................ Wrens
EDNA S IM M O N S ............................ Lumber City
BEATRICE S IR M A N S ................................ Blakely
ETHEL S L A D E ........................................ Cordele
M ARTHA FRANCES S L A T O N ................Griffin
CAROLYN REBECCA SMITH . . . .  Oglethorpe
J U N I O R S
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MARGARET ELIZABETH SMITH . . . Newborn
MILDRED S M I T H ........................................Ocilla
V IRG IN IA  SMITH . . . .  . . .  Sandersvllle
LO RA AN N E S P R O U L L ........................Rockmart
M ARTHA S T A P L E T O N ........................Folkston
HARRIETTE S T A R K E ............................... Atlanta
ELIZABETH S T E W A R T ........................... Macon
ELIZABETH S T U C K E Y ........................... Atlanta
M ARTHA V IRG IN IA  T H O M A S ................Griffin
M ARY LUCILLE T H O M A S ........................Macon
LULLEEN T O R R E N C E ............................Fitzgerald
V IRG IN IA  T U R N E R ............................Fort Valley
EUGEN IA U P S H A W ........................... Rosebud
MARGARET MARY V A N C E ....................Bowdon
PEGGY VAN C I S E ................................... Albany
J U N I O R S
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MERTYS W A R D ....................................Arlington
KATHLEEN W E S T ............................Chatsworth
SYBILL W E S T .................................... Dahlonega
ALICE A M A N D A  W I L K E S ........................Collins
SUSIE W I L L IA M S ................................ Lincolnton
LOUISE W IL L IN G H A M ................Milledgevill e
JU A N ITA  W I L L I S ........................................ Chula
N O RM A  W O O D A R D ............................Keysville
V IRG IN IA  Y A T E S .................................... Adrian
MILDRED Z E A G L E R ................................ Syl­ van ia
Never saw a class quite so peppy before,
Never saw a class quite so jolly, what's more. 
W e  don't hesitate, to quickly state 
We'll keep this record going,
We'll improve with age, everyone may be sure.
CHORUS
For—
You can't ever show us 
That any class before us 
Could be as proud as we are 
O f our own G. S. C.
Nor—
Any class behind us 
W e  know will ever find us 
Lacking in the spirit of a true loyalty.
W e  will work and strive to keep alive 
The spirit that will help us build the green and white 
to such a height will live forever more.
So—
Join with us in singing,
For with this song we're bringing 
The proof of our devotion 
To our own G. S. C.
J U N IO R  C L A S S  S O N G
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SO PH O M O R ES
rSophomore Officers
President
JO A N  B U T L E R .................................... Savannah
Representative to Council 
FRANCES R O A N E .................................... Atlanta
Vice-President 
MARY NELLE B R IS C O E ........................Monroe
Secretary
EOLYN G R E E N E ........................................ Macon
Treasurer
ELIZABETH S M I T H ................................ Atlanta
S O P H O M O R E S
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*RUTH A B E R N A T H Y ............................Hartwell
V IRG IN IA  A D A M S ................ . . .  Thomason
JEA N  A B E R S O L D ....................................Atlanta
MARGERY A L L E N ................................Columbus
M AYM E EUNICE A L L E N ........................Folkston
SA RA  A L L E N ........................................Shellman
JEA N E  A R M O U R ................................Columbus
MABEL B A I L E Y ....................................Augusta
LELIA B A L K C O M ............................Georgetown
ALINE B A R R O N ................................Thomaston
RUFULYN B A T C H E L O R ........................Eatonton
ELYCE BED IN G FELD ............................... Wadley
SA RA  B E L L ........................................Sandersville
M ARY W Y LL  B E N N E T T ....................Georgetown
ELEANOR B E R R Y ................................Villa Rica
M ARGARET N. B L A C K ........................The Rock
FRANCES B O N N E R ................................Madison
DOROTHY B O T D O R F ............................Decatur
M ARY CLIFFORD B O W L A N ....................Barwick
HAZEL B O Y N T O N ........................................Flint
HELEN B R A D L E Y ................................Waycross
M ARTHA B R A Y ....................................Roberta
AGNES B R O O K S ............................Milledgeville
ELIZABETH B R O O K S ........................Washington
S O P H O M O R E S
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KATHRYN DELL B R O O K S ....................Columbus
LOIS B R O O M E ................................Union Point
DOROTHY E. B R O W N ........................Unadilla
MARY JO H N  B R O W N ....................Fort Gaines
MARY X. B R O W N ....................................Martin
ELTYE VAUGHAN B U R G E ........................Atlanta
ELIZABETH B U R K E ....................................Albany
ELIZABETH B U S B E E ........................................Lily
MAURINE C A I N ................................Gainesville
LUCY C A L D W E L L ....................................Smyrna
NELLIE C A M P ................................Lawrenceville
ELNA MAE C A P E L ....................................Molena
IRMA C A P P S ........................................... Augusta
ELSIE C A R T E R ........................................LaGrange
FAYE C A T H Y ............................................Gordon
GERALDINE C H A M B L E S S ....................Waycross
ELIZABETH C H A N D L E R ................Milledgeville
SUE C H A N D L E R ................................Good Hope
EULA BAY C H A S T E E N ........................Waycross
RUTH C H E N E Y ........................................Griffin
LUCILE C H IT T Y ....................................Tusculum
THERESEA C L O R E ................................Americus
GRACE C O L L A R ........................................Atlanta
SARA C O L L IN S ............................................Flint
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BEVERLY C O N E .......................................Decatur
FRANCES C O N N E L L ...............................Concord
MILDRED C O O K E ....................... Fort McPherson
V IRG IN IA  C O O P E R ....................... Milledgeville
ELSIE C R IS W E L L ............................... Manchester
CAROLYN C R O C K ET T ............... Bradenton, Fla.
LAURA C R O M A R T IE ........................... Soperton
M ARTHA D A V IS ...................................Cuthbert
MARY SINIA H A V IS ...................................Atco
MARY D A V IS O N ...............................Columbus
GUSSIE D IC K S O N ............................... Fitzgerald
ELIZABETH D O N A V E N ................... Sandersville
ETHLYN D U M A S ...................................Cullodon
N INA SUE D U N C A N ...............................Comer
VIRGINIA E C H O L S ....................... Washington
CHARLOTTE E D W A R D S ................... Savannah
MARGIE E D W A R D S ............................... Griffin
VALLIE E N L O E ................................... Buchanan
CAROLYN F A U L K N E R ....................... Monticello
W ILM A  F E R G U S O N ...............................Desoto
LOUISE F I T E ...............................................Plains
MARY LENNA FLEETWOOD . . . .  Cartersville
MARGARET F O W L E R ....................... Warrenton
OLIVE F O W L E R ............................... Sandersville
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BARBARA F R A N K L IN ............................Vienna
MARGARET F U T R A L ............................Savannah
MARGARET G A R B U T T ............................Albany
A N N A  LEE G A S Q U E ................................Atlanta
DRUELLYN G IB B S ....................................Maxeys
EARLINE G IG N IL L IA T ............................Atlanta
CAROLYN G IL B E R T ................................Zebulon
RUTH G IL L A N D ....................................Villa Rica
M ARTHA G O R D Y ........................................Perry
M IRIAM G O R D Y ........................................Perry
AGNES G O R M O N ....................................Atlanta
MARY G R E E N ........................................Decatur
PEGGY AN N E G R E E N E ........................Moultrie
RUTH G R E E N E ............................................Perry
MARY CAROLYN G R O O V E R ................Boston
JA N E  H A D D O C K ................................Haddock
ALICE SPARKS H A L L ................................Sparks
EUGENIA H A L L ........................................Hilton
A N N A  BELL H A M ............................Milledgeville
LOUISE H A N C O C K ................................Roberta
MARGARET H A N E Y ................................Newnan
FRANCES H A N N A ....................................Camak
O PHELIA  H A R D Y ............................Washington
TeCOAH H A R N E R ........................Waynesboro
ELIZABETH H A R R IS ...............................Roberta
FLORENCE H A R R IS O N ....................... Harrison
KATHERINE H A T C H E R ........................... Griffin
FLORA H A Y N E S ...................................Camak
EDNA H E N D E R S O N ...............................Austell
DORIS H IT C H C O C K ....................... Milledgeville
M A RJO R IE  H O B B S ...................................Dublin
SARA H O D G E S ...................................Oconee
VIRGIN IA H O D G E S ............................... Dublin
V IRGIN IA ANN H O L D E R ................... Jefferson
MADIE H O L T O N ...............................Davisboro
FANNIE H O O D ...................  . . . Hapeville
AN N  H U B B A R D ........................... Milledgeville
ELIZABETH H U L S E Y ....................... Gainesville
GERALDINE H U N T E R ........................... Colquitt
LUCILE I V E Y .......................................Portcrdale
BEUTELLE JA C K S O N ........................... Harrison
ELIZABETH JA C K S O N ........................... Bostwick
MARY JA C K S O N ...................................Atlanta
BERTICE J E N K IN S ............................... Sylvania
EM MA LLOYD JE N K IN S ....................... Midland
V IRG IN IA  J O I N E R ...................................Vidalia
EMMIE J O N E S .......................................Norwood
MARY EUGENIA J O N E S ................... Columbus
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EVELYN J O N E S ................................Hawkinsville
GW ENDO LYN  J O N E S ....................Washington
JU L IA  J O N E S ............................................Atlanta
SARA ELIZABETH J O N E S ........................Jesup
MARY FRANCES J O S E Y ............................Bartow
JU L IA  K A M IN E R ........................Lexington, S. C.
MILDRED K E N T ........................................Gibson
HELEN K IL G O R E ................  . . . . Hapeville
CAROLYN K IM S E Y ............................Gainesville
MARTHA K I N G ........................................Dalton
THELMA L E D F O R D ................................Clayton
MARY W . LEVERETT . ................Wellington
M ARION L E W I S ................................... Atlanta
SUE L IN D S E Y ............................................Irwinton
CAMILLE L IP F O R D ................................Franklin
DOROTHY L IT T L E ................................Cornelia
JA N E  L IT T L E ....................................Milledgeville
ROSINA L IT T ER F IELD ........................  Blackshear
DORIS L O W E ............................................Gray
MARTHA L O W E ....................................Thomson
ELIZABETH L U C A S ................................Reynolds
REBECCA L U N D Y ....................................Boston
REBECCA L Y L E ........................................Dawson
FANNIE B. M c C L U R E ............................Acworth
S O P H O M O R E S
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FRANCES M c C R A R Y ....................... Hawkinsville
l o u is e  McDa n i e l ...............................Duluth
SARA M c D O W E L L ............................... Conyers
MARY LYNN M c M IL L A N ............... Gainesville
RACHEL M c M U L L A N ................... Milledgeville
LARA B. M c P H A U L ...............................Doerun
BLANCHE M A B B E T ...............................Quitman
REBA M A N N .......................................Abbeville
ANNE ELIZABETH MANNING . . Barnwell, S. C.
FRANCES M A N N IN G ................Barnwell, S. C.
MARY HUNT M A R C H M A N ............... Chipley
LUCILE M A R T IN ...................................Cohutta
MARGARET M A S S E N G IL L ................... Gordon
AN N E M A X W E L L ...............................Danville
SARA HESTER M A X W E L L ....................... Dewey
MELBA M ID D L E B R O O K S ................... Warwick
FRANCES M IT C H E L L ....................... Hazlehurst
SARA M IT C H E L L ...................................Lavonia
MARY FRANCES M I Z E ........................... Griffin
NELLE M IZ E L L ...........................................Rhine
SARA BELL M O N T F O R D ................Thomasville
HELEN M O R G A N ............................... Pineview
M AM IE ELIZABETH MORGAN . . . .  Rockmart 
BETH M O R R IS O N ............................... Thomson
«/
S O P H O M O R E S
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>MILDRED M O S E S ............................Chicago, III.
JUAN ITA  M O S E S ............................Carnesville
M ARJO R IE M U L L IG A N ....................Glennville
VAUNENA M U RRO W  . . . .  Stone Mountain
MARY N E W B E R R Y ................................Iron City
BERNICE N E W S O M E ............................Soperton
MILDRED E. N E W T O N ............................Millen
JOYCE N IC H E L S O N ................................Eastman
JEW ELL N IC H O L S ................................Rockmart
W ILLEN A  N O L A N ....................................Senoia
MARY LOUISE N O Y E S ............................Atlanta
VIRGIN IA O 'N E A L ................................Roberta
JEANNETTE P A T T E N ........................Hapeville
JO H N N IE  P A U L ....................................Wadley
RACHEL P E R S O N S ............................Monticello
LENA GRACE P I E R C E ............................Mystic
MARY LILLIAN P I K E ............................Newnan
LAURA P IT T A R D ................................Thomaston
MARY P R IC E ............................................Vidette
LAUTRELLE P R IN C E ................................Godfrey
MARY GRACE PR ITC H ETT ........................Griffin
SARAH AN N E P R Y O R ....................Fitzgerald
NELLE Q U A R T E R M A N ........................Waycross
ANNETTE R A Y ........................................Elberton
S O P H O M O R E S
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CAROLYN R E E V E ...................................Calhoun
M ARIO N R E I D ...................................Villa Rica
FRANCES R O B E R T S ............................... Dawson
KATHERINE R O B E R T S ........................... Doerun
MARGUERITE R O L L IN S ........................... Dalton
SARA FRANCES RO W A N  . . . .  McDonough
FRANCES R O Y S T O N ....................... Jonesboro
DOROTHY R U A R K ............................... Bostwick
HELEN R U C K E R ...............................Alpharetta
CAROLINE R U S S E L L ............................... Juliette
HELEN S A D L E R ...................................Hartwell
HELEN S A M M O N S ........................... Soperton
MARGARET S A N D E R S ....................... Arlington
MARY S A N IF E R .......................................Adrian
RUTH S A U N D E R S ...............................Roberta
W ILD A  S E A G R A V E S ....................... Fayetteville
NADIA S E M A S K O ................... South River, N. J.
LILA S E Y L E ...........................................Savannah
BETTY S H E L L ...........................................Griffin
NELLIE MAE S H U M A N ....................... Coolidge
EMILY S IM P S O N ...............................Rockmart
EDNA S M IT H ............................... Andersonville
ELIZABETH S. S M IT H ........................... Soperton
JU L IA  S M I T H ...........................................Jesup
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 MARGUERITE S P E A R S ........................Mansfield
ESTHA S P E N C E ................................Hogansville
ELIZABETH S T A N D A R D ........................Thomson
W YLEN E S T O K E S ....................................Eastman
MARY S T O N E ....................................Whigham
FRANCES S T O V A L L ................................Thomson
W ILL IE  LOU S U M M E R ............................Adrian
FRANCES T A B B ................................Milledgeville
GRACE T A L L E Y ....................................Villa Rica
AN N IE REBECCA T E A S L E Y ....................Bowman
LORENE T H A C K E R ........................................Tate
HOLT T H A R P E ............................................Dublin
RUTH T H O M A S ....................................Newnan
KATHRYN T H O M A S O N ........................Cannon
LOUISE T R E A D W E L L ............................Forsyth
EULA T R IP P E ............................................Blakely
JU L IA  CHRISTINE TURNER . . . .  Tampa, Fla.
MARY LOUISE T U R N E R ....................Woodbury
RANNIE T U R N E R ................................Covington
ALICE U S S E R Y ................................Hawkinsville
LUCY W A G N E R ....................................Newborn
POLLY W A N S L E Y ................................Carnesville
CLAUDINE W A R D ............................Hazelhurst
DOROTHY W A R D ............................Blackshear
S O P H O M O R E S
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JEN N IE  ROSE W ARN ER . . . .  Lexington, S. C.
MILDRED D. W A T S O N ....................... Wellston
MARY W E A V E R ................, . . . . Dudley
ALICE W E S T ...........................................M aeon
LaNELLE W E S T M O R E L A N D ............... Jefferson
N A DAUN A W E L C H E L ....................... Rochelle
REBECCA W H IT T L E ...............................Atlanta
SARA W IC K E R ...................................Warrenton
MARTHA E. W IL L IA M S ................... Montrose
SOPHIE W IL L IA M S ........................... Stapleton
REBECCA W IL S O N ............................... Newborn
ROBBIE LOU W I L S O N ....................... Pineview
MARY W I N S H I P ...................................Macon
N O N A  LORENE W O O D  . . . .  Powder Springs 
M AN A Y O E M A N .......................................Tifton
A
S O P H O M O R E S
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S O P H O M O R E  C LA SS  S O N G
Sophomores stand together 
For our G. S. C.
W e 'll be true and loyal 
W e  won't give up,
W e  won’t give up our rep!
You will always know us,
By our fiery pep 
If you want to find a class 
That no one else can ever surpass, 
It's the Class of '38.
For our Alma Mater 
W e  will always stand 
To our college motto 
W e  won’t give up,
W e  won't give up our rep!
Though we'll soon be parted 
Mem'ries linger on 
So we'll do our very best 
To keep the record we have set 
For the Class of '38.
FRESHMEN
Freshman Officers
President
ELIZABETH G A R B U T T ............................Albany
Representative to Council 
COHEN B O W E R S ....................................Decatur
Vice-President 
V IRG IN IA  F O R B E S ....................................Griffin
Secretary
M ARIO N A R T H U R ........................ Albany
Treasurer
LILY S IB L E Y ................................................Griffin
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SARA ABBOTT . . . . . . . .  . Dunwoody
FRANCES A D A IR ............................... Carnesville
LARUE A D A M S ....................................... Decatur
LOUISE A D A M S ....................................... Wrens
SARA MERLE A D A M S ........................... Atlanta
M ARTHA LOUISE ADERHOLD . . Lawrenceville 
A N N E ELIZABETH ARNOLD . . . .  Gainesville 
GLADYS R. A R R E N D A L E ....................... Colbert
HELEN A R R E N D A L E ............................... Colbert
DOROTHY A U L T M A N ............................... Byron
RO XAN N A A U S T IN ........................... Denwood
DOROTHY C. A V A N T ................... Sandersville
SARA B A G W E L L ............................... Ga inesville
MARY B A R F IE L D ................................... Tennille
MARGARET B A R K S D A L E ....................Conyers
DIXIE B A R R E T T ....................................... Berwick
HELEN B. B A R R O N ........................... Thomaston
ALLIE MAY B A R R Y ............................... Atlanta
MARY E. B A R T LET T ............................... Atlanta
VIRG IN IA B A S T O N ........................Milledgeville
M ARY B A T C H E L O R ............................... Jersey
M ARION B E L L ................................... Hoschton
SARA B E T H E L ................................... Thomaston
MARY B I L E S ...........................................Decatur
KATHERINE B LA C K W ELD ER ................... Griffin
M ARTHA B L A N C H A R D ....................... Appling
MARGUERITE B L O U N T ........................... Vidalia
MARY B A T T S ............................... Orlando, Fla.
F R E S H M E N
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AN N E IRENE B O W E N ................................Gray
CHRISTINE B O W E N ........................Milledgeville
MARY W ILL IE  B O W E N ........................Newnan
PHEDORA B O Y D ....................................Atlanta
JU L IA  S. B O Y D ....................................Stapleton
MILDRED B O Y E R ....................................Sparta
DOROTHY ALLEN BOYERS . . . .  Thomaston 
MARGARET B R A C E Y ........................Thomasville
VIRGIN IA B R A D F O R D ........................Madison
CHARLEENE B R A Y ........................Wrightsville
MARGUERITE B R E W T O N ....................Waycross
GRACE B R IG H A M ....................................Gerald
ETHEL B R O C K ............................................Climax
LAURIE B R O O K IN S ........................Milledgeville
DOROTHY ANN  B R O O K S ................Fernandina
M IRIAM B R O O K S .................................... Pelham
ANELLA B R O W N ....................................Dublin
BERTHA B R O W N ....................................Trenton
JEAN  B R O W N ............................................Perry
JU L IA  ADDIE B R O W N ........................Elberton
CATHERINE B R Y A N ....................................Clyo
RUNELLE B U R E L ........................................Buford
NELLIE B U T L E R ................................Milledgeville
BEATRICE B U T T S ....................................Eatonton
EVALAN C A IS O N ........................Glemmington
CORNELIA C A L L A W A Y ................Washington
LALLIE FORD C A M P ............................Sylvester
SARA GENEVIEVE C A M P ....................Newnan
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3MARY FLORENCE C A N N O N ................Albany
F A Y E C A R T E Y ........................................... Athens
MARIE LOYD C A S O N ............................... Jewell
CAROLYN C A S S E L ........................Orlando, Fla.
ERNESTINE C A T E S ............................... Cochran
ELIZABETH C H A M B E R S ................... Deepstep
LUCY C H A P M A N ................................... Macon
MIRIAM ELIZABETH CHAPM AN . . . Atlanta
KATIE RUTH C H E E K ............................... Homer
EMILY C H E E V E S ....................................... Macon
EARLINE C H R IS T IA N ................... Milledgeville
EMILY FAYE C H R IS T IE ........................... Dawson
IRENE W . C L A R K E ............................... Jonesboro
JU N E  ELIZABETH CLARKE . . . .  Orchard Hill
MARY W ALTER C L A R K ....................... Sylvania
OLIVE GRACE C L A R K ....................... Savannah
NERINE PARKER C L E V E L A N D ................Senoia
HARRIETTE CONNER CLOUD . . . .  Lexington
HILDA C O L L IN S ............................... Cobbtown
GERALDINE C O N O L Y ............................Albany
BILLIE C. C O R N E L IU S ........................... Waycross
ALLENE C R O S S ................................... Godfrey
SUZAN C U L P E P P E R ................................... Tifton
ELIZABETH BONNYLIN DANIEL . . . .  Macon
FRANCES D A N IE L ........................Orlando, Fla.
SARA F. D A V E S ................................... Calhoun
CHRISTINE D A V IS ........................... Thomasville
FRANCES D A V IS ....................................... Edison
.
,
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PEGGY D A V IS ........................................Oakfield
ROSE MARY D A V IS ................London, England
NELLE ARDEN D A V IT T E ....................Rockmart
MARY ETHEL D E A D W L E R ................Maysville
FLORA GRACE D E A N ................................Lyons
EDITH LOUISE DeLAMAR . . . .  Hawkinsville
EDITH JEA N  D IC K E Y ........................Thomasville
LILLIAN M AE D IL L A R D ............................Dillard
E
MARGARET EDWARDS DIMON . . . Columbus
VIRG IN IA D O K E ............................Eufaula, Ala.
BETTY D O N A L D S O N ............................Quitman
ROBBIE LEE DONAkDSON . . Copperhill, Tenn.
SARA DOSTER . .w . . ./-r/V” ^ M a r ^ h e i^ ^  .
GRACE D R E W R Y ........................................Griffin
- RUTH D U M A S ........................ Barnesville
MILDRED D U N C A N ................................Royston
............................Thomasville
E A V E N S O N ........................Elberton
EPHINE EBERHART . . . Maysville
E L IZ E R ....................................Hillsboro
DOROTHY CAROLYN ELKINS . . . .  Oconee
M ARIAN E V A N S ........................................... Gay
ARLENA E V E R S O N ................................Dublin
MARGUERITE F A R R A R ............................Macon
SARA F A R R A R ........................................Macon
INEZ F IN D L E Y ....................................Porterdale
DOROTHY F IT Z PA T R IC K ................College Park
5JEW E L  F O W L E R ........................... Milledgeville
JUDY F U T C H ...............................................Cairo
DORIS F U T R A L .......................................Wadley
BERNICE G A R D IN ER ....................... Locust Grove
M ARION H A D D E N ...................................Avera
ELLEN H A L L ...........................................Newton
EDITH ROSALIE HAM M ON . . . .  Lincolnton 
MARION H A N C O C K ........................... Dublin
NAN G A R D IN E R ........................... Locust Grove
EMILY G A R R E T T ............................... Hapeville
FLORENCE G A R R E T T ........................... Doerun
DORA G A R Y ................................... Georgetown
E D N A G A U L D IN G ............................... Villa Rica
GRACE G I L L ................................... Chicago, III.
FRANCES G I L L E N ............................... Richland
EVELYN G IL R O Y ................................... Atlanta
JU L IA  G O D B E E ............................... Waynesboro
KATHLEEN G O E N ...................................Griffin
ELIZABETH G O L D IN G ....................... Buchanan
M ARJO R IE G O R D O N ............................... Jesup
MARGARET G R A C E ........................... Graceville
KATHLEEN G R A D Y ............................... Macon
SYLVIA G R A H A M ...................................Allene
MARY MARGARET GREENE . . . .  Villa Rica
NANCY G R IF F IN ........................... Ochlochnee
VIRG IN IA G R IF F IN ........................... Covington
M ARTHA G R IF F IN ............................... Atlanta
DOROTHY E. G U N N ........................... Norwood
F R E S H M E N
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NELLE H A N N E R .................... . . . . Madison
ANN H ANN O N .................... . . . Cartersville
MARY HANSFORD . . . . . . . Washington
SARAH HANSO N ................ . . . . Jefferson
EDITH H A R B E R .................... ................Atlanta
HELENE H A R B E R ................... ................Roystor,
REBECCA H A R B E R ................ . . . Commerce
DORIS H A R D E N ................ . . . . Savannah
DOROTHY HARDEN . . . . . . . . Eastman
ELIZABETH HARDM AN . . ................Conyers
BILLIE H A R D Y ........................ . . . . Jefferson
MARTHA H A R D Y ................ . . . Monticello
JO E  BERT HARPER . . . . . . Brunswick
CHARLOTTE HARREL . . . ................Pittman
CHARLOTTE HARRIS . . . . . . . Waycross
MARY H A R R I S .................... ................Wrens
OLIVA HARRISON . . . . . . . . Hapeville
ETHEL H A R T M A N ................ . . Milledgeville
PAULINE H ARW ELL . . . . . . . . Newborn
ELIZABETH HATCHER ................Dublin
EDITH H A W K IN S ................
CAROLYN HEISLER . . . . . . . Thomasville
MARY H E L M S .................... . . . . Brunswick
DOT H E N D R IC K S ................ ................Macon
JEANETTE HENDRICKS . . . . . . Gainesville
MARGARET HENDRIX . . . ................Atlanta
EMILY AGNES HENRY . . . . . . Sterling, Ky.
OLA HERRINGTON . . . .
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FRANCES H IC K S ...............................
KATHERINE H I L L ........................... Cr____________
AN ZA  H IL L H O U S E ........................... Sylvester
DORIS H IT C H C O C K ........................... Moultrie
MONTIE H IT C H C O C K ....................... Moultrie
GRACE H O G G ................................... Cedartown f
NORENE H O L B R O O K ........................... Cornelia J
MARY H O L L IN S H E A D ............... Milledgeville >
■1O RA H O L L I S ............................... Crawfordville
BETTY H O L L O W A Y ............................... Atlanta
VERA H O O T E N ............................... Milledgeville,
JU L IA  H O R N E .......................................Macon
V M A H  H O U S f l m t S t t f i f « '
CHARLOTTE H O W A R D ................... Cedartown
EVELYN H O W A R D ...................................Wrens
DOROTHY H O W E L L ....................... Cartersville
HELEN H O W E L L ................................... Jackson
FRANCES H U B B A R D ........................... Irwinton
NELLIE H U B B A R D ........................... McDonough
JOYCE H U R T ........................... New Orleans, La.
RUTH H U T C H IN S O N ....................... Buchanan
HYLTON H Y D E ............................... Thomaston
SARAH  IV E Y ........................... Avondale Estates
SARA JA C K S O N ............................... Barnesville
DORIS J E N K IN S ................................... Eatonton
JANET J E N K IN S ...................................Dooling
MARTHA J O H N S O N ........................... Gordon
OLIVA J O H N S O N ............................... Atlanta
F R E S H M E N
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LOUISE J O I N E R ........................................Dexter
MENTA J O L L Y ....................................Taylorsville
DORIS J O N E S ........................................Newborn
HENRIETTA J O N E S ............................Richland
HORTENSE J O N E S ............................Whigham
LOUISE AN N E J O N E S ............................Vidalia
MARY FRANCES J O N E S ........................Dublin
CHRISTINE JO R D O N ................................Wrens
EMILY J O R D O N ................................Dania, Fla.
EUGENIA J O R D O N ........................Sandersville
M. HELEN J O R D A N ........................Sa ndersville
MOZELLE K E L L E Y ................................Vidette
EDNA K E N N E M O R E ............................Cumming
MARY K E T H L E Y ....................................Decatur
JO SEPH INE K E Y ................................Monticello
MARTHA K I N G ........................................Rome
EDITH K I R B O ........................................Camilla
FRANCES K IR V E N ....................................Metter
DORA K IT C H E N ....................................Augusta
DORRIS K IT C H E N S ....................................Gough
FRANCES K N O X ........................................Blakely
LOIS K N O X ................................Lexington, S. C.
MARY AN N A  L a B O O N ........................Monroe
MARTHA GRACE L A N G ....................Folkston
MARY HELEN L A W .................... Indian Springs
GLADYS L A W R E N C E ........................Hardwick
IDA L E E ................................ . Newnan
MARY ELIZABETH LEW IS . . Hapeville
F R E S H M E N
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BETTY L IT T L E ...........................................Cornelia
CATHERINE L L O Y D ........................... Gainesville
GOLDEN L O C K E ........................... Hawkinsville
JA N E  L O F L IN ...................................Washington
LAVERNE L O F T IN ........................... Thomaston
BETTY W A RREN  L O T T ....................... Blackshear
MARY FRANCES LUNSFORD . . . .  Dewy Rose 
KATHLEEN LUCAS-SMITH . . Bloomington, III.
MARY M c K IB B E N ...................................Griffin
EVELYN M c L A N E Y ............................... Norcross
DORIS M c M A K IN ........................... Thomaston
SARA FRANCES McMICHAEL . . . .  Jackson
EVELYN M c N A IR ............................... Stapleton
PHYLLIS KATHLEEN MALLORY . . . LaGrange 
W ILL IE  DEAN MOUNCHETTE . . . Washington 
ANN M A R C H M A N ............................... Camilla
MARY LO W RY  . . . . 
AN N E LEE LYNCH . . 
JESSIE McCOLLUM . . 
FLORENCE McCOMMON
Goulding
Atlanta
Albany
RUTH M c E L R O Y ........................... College Park
JA N IE  M c E L V E E N ................................... Brooklet
MYRA M c G A H E E ................................... Dearing
MARGRETTA McGAVOCK . . . .  Thomasville
MILDRED McCORMICK 
CELESTE McCRANIE . 
EMILY McCRARY . . 
BETTY M cDOWELL . .
Willacoochee 
Hawkinsville 
. . Atlanta
F R E S H M E N
AN N E M ARIE M ARCHM AN . . . .  Hardwick
MAURESE M A R T IN ................................Atlanta
RUTH M A R T IN ....................................Ludowici
BETTY JEA N  M A T H E W S ........................Atlanta
DELIA M A X W E L L ....................................Calvary
DOROTHY M A X W E L L ............................Calvary
CHRISTINE M E A D O W S ............................Vidalia
MIRIAM MIDDLEBROOKS . . . .  Milledgeville
ELIZABETH M ID D L E T O N ........................Atlanta
OTHELDA M IL H A L L IN ....................Cartersville
BETTY M IL L E R ................................Sandersville
TENNIE M IL L E R ........................................Griffin
ELIZABETH M IL L S ................................Hapeville
LOUISE M IN E R ....................................Byronville
SARA M IN T E R ....................................Hapeville
NORM AN MITCHELL ............................ Atlanta
VALERIA M O B L E Y ....................................Albany
MARGERY M ONTGOM ERY . . . .  Manchester
M IRIAM M O O R E ....................................Atlanta
LOUISE M O O R E ............................Sidney, Ohio
MARY M O O R E ................................Sidney, Ohio
BONNIE M O R G A N ................................Macon
CHARLOTTE M O R G A N ........................Decatur
LOUISE M O R G A N ................................Rockmart
FRANCES M O R G A N ....................Milledgeville
VIRG IN IA M O R G A N ............................Americus
NANCY RUTH M O R R IS ....................Chamblee
JU L IA  CONN M O R T O N ............................Gray
I k
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LUCILLE M O R T O N ............................... Atlanta
FRANCES M O S E L E Y ............................... Decatur
NATALIE M O S H K O F F ................... Milledgeville
IO N A M U L K E Y .......................................Cordele
FRANCES M U L D R O W ................... Milledgeville
EDITH M U R P H Y ................................... Atlanta
MARY EDNA N E E V E S ....................... Fort Gaines
LILLIAN N E L S O N ............................... Thomaston
MARY KATHERINE NELSON . . . .  Reidsville
RUTH N E W T O N .......................................Millen
LILLY N O R M A N ........................... Washington
MARGARET N O R T H C U T T ................... Gardners
CAROL O 'N E A L ............................... Waycross
M ARION O W E N ...................................Forsyth
JO A N  PA D G ET T ...................................Glennville
ALEXIS P A G E ...........................................Lyons
PRIMROSE P A L M E R ........................... Glenwood
CHARLOTTE P A Y N E ....................... Monticello
ELEANOR P E E B L E S ............................... Atlanta
AM M IE P E N N ...................................Monticello
LOTTIE EUNICE P E N N IN G T O N ............... Rome
MARY EDWIN P E R K IN S ....................... Perkins
FRANCES P E R R Y .......................................Kelly
MARION P E T E R M A N ........................... Dooling
M ARTHA P H IL L IP S ............................... Elberton
ROSEM ARY P E C K ...................................Atlanta
VIRGINIA PO IN D EX T ER ................... Cartersville
CATHERINE P O O L E ............................... Newnan
y i  o i
a
M ARION P O P E ........................................Omaha
AN N IE LAURA P O W E L L ........................Bartow
EM ELI E P O W E L L ........................................Griffin
JO H N SIE  S E T T L E ....................................Jackson
CAROL P R Y O R ........................................Oliver
JEA N  P U R D O M ................................Blackshear
FLORA GRACE R A W L IN G S ................Colquitt
MARGARET REBECCA RA W LS . . Wrightsville
DORRIS R A Y ............................................Elberton
MARY BETH R E A G A N ............................Conyers
& $ K £ & ^ ' r E D D IC K ........................Perry, Fla.
MARY R E D M A N ....................................Jackson
MARY R IC K E R ............................................Blythe
MARY TIBETGA R O A C H ................McCoysville
INA R O B B IN E T T ....................................Shellman
EVELYN R O G E R S ....................................Nahunta
KATIE R O G E R S ....................................Gainesville
MARION S A N C H E Z ................................Barwick
ETHEL S C A IF E ....................................Ft. Gaines
FRANCES SCARBO ROUGH . . .  Hawkinsville
*>SARA SUE SIMPSON 
I^ M U R IE L S IM S  . . . 
HELEN PRICE . . . 
HELEN PRINTUP . .
M IGNON SEW ELL . 
KATRINA SHARPE . 
LOUISE SH O USE . 
MARTHA „SIMPSON
Tallapoosa 
. Moultrie 
Madison 
. Norcross
. Norcross 
Union, N. J. 
. Savannah 
. Dearing
F R E S H M E N
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5FRANCES SKINNER . . . . . .  Milledgeville
DOROTHY S M I T H ........................... Waycross
ELEANOR S M IT H ........................... Oglethorpe
ELIZABETH M. S M IT H ............................... J esup
MARTHA S M IT H ................................... Elberton
M ARTHA ELIZABETH SMITH . . . .  Palmetto
NELL PAULINE S M IT H ....................... Columbus
SARA KATHERINE S M IT H ............... Thomson
TOM M IE W ILL  S M IT H ........................... Lyons
VIVOLA S M IT H ............................... Bainbridge
IONE S N ID E R ...........................................Gibson
LOUISE S O L O M O N S ....................... Perry, Fla.
............... Atlanta
. . . White Plains
............... Albany
............... Gordon
............... Gordon
. . Stone Mountain
................... Jesup
. . . . Alpharetta
VIOLET SOUTH . . . 
EMILY SPEIGHT . . . .  
REBECCA SPENCER . . . 
GW ENDELYN  STAFFORD
JV) n iOIP
EDNA STANTON . . . 
/WA'tf i  ice. 
„ f .MAf&-teE-STAPLETON .
t ' ,,RG INIA STARRAT . . .
M ARTHA STEVENS . . .
CATHRYN STEVENS . . . 
GLADYS STEWARD . . . 
ANN ELIZABETH STOKES 
MARY LOUISE STOKES .
NELL STOKES . . . .  
MARY CARTER STONE . 
GEO RG IA  STOW  . . . 
VONCILE STOW E . . .
. Toms River, N. J. 
. . . Thomasville 
. . Cave Spring 
. . . White Oak
F R E S H M E N
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FRANCES STRANGE . . . 
MARY OLIV IA  STRICKLAND 
MARIETTA STROUT . . . . 
JA N E  FRANKLIN SUDDETH
Covington
Commerce
Montrose
Leesbury
MARY DEAN T E R R E L ........................Gainesville
SARA RUTH T H O M A S ........................Lavonia
SARAH T H O M A S S O N ................Andersonville
ELIZABETH A. T H O M P S O N ................Columbus
EVELYN T H O M P S O N ....................Good Hope
SARAH T H O M P S O N ........................Manchester
OLINE T H O R P E ........................................Macon
FRANCES T IG N E R ................................Greenville
REBECCA JA N E  T I S O N ........................Leesburg
MILDRED T O M B E R L IN ........................Fitzgerald
PEGGY T O M L IN E ....................................Albany
FRANCES T R E A D W E L L ........................Decatur
I
 EUGENIA T U R N E R ........................Hawkinsville
FLORENCE T U R N E R ............................Thomaston
FRANCES T U R N E R ........................Milledgeville
KATHLEEN T U R N E R ................................Atlanta
MARGARET T U R N E R ............................Macon
NORM A U N D E R W O O D ................Oglethorpe
SARA E. U P C H U R C H ........................Clyattville
DOROTHY U P S O N ................................Quitman
ELEANOR SW A N  
BEVERLY SYFON . 
MARION TANNER 
ELOISE TARPLAY
Eatonton 
Columbus 
. Atlanta 
. Atlanta
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RUTH VAN C I S E .......................................Albany
N E L L E V A N N ...........................................Vidalia
PAULINE V A U G H N ....................... College Park
AN N IE  JA N E  V IC K E R Y ....................... Folkston
FRANCES V IC K E R Y ............................... Hartwell
MARY ROM ALDA V O L K ....................... Macon
IDA LOU W A L D R O P ................... New Holland
KATHERINE W A L K E R .....................McDonough
LOUISE W A L K E R ............................... Savannah
EMILY KATHERINE W A L L A C E ............... Griffin
M INNIE LAVENIA W A R D ............... Lincolnton
CLARE W A R E ...................................Warrenton
AN NE W E IS IG E R ...................................Decatur
EM MA BEATRICE W E S T ........................... Camak
MARY E. W H E E L E R ........................... Norwood
HILDA W H IT A K E R ............................... Flovilla
ESTELLE W IC K H A M ...........................Columbus
GRACE V IRG IN IA W IL K IN S ............... Colquitt
EMILY W IL L IA M S ............................... Sylvania
GUYNELLE W IL L IA M S ...........................Monroe
LOUISE W IL L IA M S ............................... Sylvania
ELOISE W I L S O N ........................... Lumber City
AN N IE LOU W I N N ...............................McRae
VALERIA W I S E .......................................Calhoun
EDITH W O O D ........................... Powder Springs
M ARJO R IE W O O D ........................... Devereux
DOROTHY W O O D A R D ................... Americus
W ILL IE  THOM AS W R IG H T ................... Albany
VIRG IN IA W Y C H E ............................... Elberton
■ I
F R E S H M E N
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FRESHMAN CLASS SONG
Together we are striving 
For the Class of '39,
Our banners we are flying 
May glory be all thine.
W ith  a spirit bold 
And a loyal heart 
W e 'll mark our class forever,
And so to you we'll always be true 
To the purple and lavender.

'.
GARNET LYNES has given generously 
of her time and special talents in plan­
ning the SPECTRUM. Not only as art 
editor, but also as a cooperative mem­
ber of a groCip working on one project, 
she has made many worthwhile sugges­
tions.

Quoting from Mrs. Beaman, "Mignonette 
Stocker has a general fund of information 
gleaned from having lived a more or less 
cosmopolitan life. She is quite capable 
and independent."
Claudia Little— attractive, modest, cultured 
— has many qualities that are characteristic 
of G. S. C. W . girls.
Said Mrs. Bates of Beatrice Sirmons: 
"By courage she won a Carnegie fund which 
enabled her to win a firm foundation for 
future achievement in music. She has culti­
vated her mind and kept her thoughts whole­
some and happy."
Vallie Enloe is cooperative and willing to 
give of her musical ability particularly in 
class functions. She plays the organ for 
Vespers.
"Emily Henry has unusual poise and per­
sonality. She knows how to meet people, 
and is always at ease in any company."—  
Mrs. Beaman.
Mary Cary Willis and Gladys Duncan have 
given of themselves so unselfishly to dormi­
tory activities that Mother Ki and the Sen­
iors do not see how they could have com­
pleted the year without them.
Caroline Ridley has been more than a 
class president; indeed she has been a friend 
to each Senior. It is remarkable that any­
one could carry so much responsibility and 
yet remain modest and "unspoiled."
Sara Calhoun seems to get much pleas­
ure out of "little things." Her wit, her sense 
of humor, and her ability to adapt herself 
to any situation make her a most attractive 
girl.
The task of unpacking trunks!
The entire college takes an afternoon 
off in early October and celebrates 
with the "Annual Hike."
Dr. Beeson and Dr. Boeson enjoy bar­
becue at some sort of regional 
meeting.
Getting down to serious business.
Mother Ki contemplates whether one 
of her Seniors is happy or not.
It happened one day.
Senator Robert La Follette of Wisconsin expounds to the 
student body on the salvation of our country.
Seniors frolic with the thrill of really being in the library 
for their dance.
Scothie, Mildred, Myra, Minnie, and Juliette "hula-hula 
at the Halloween Carnival.
The Recreation Association sponsors Posture Week and 
Avalona carries off first honors.
Dr. Little and his class in education 343 sponsor National 
Education Week.
The so-called serious Sophomores take 
a night off and enjoy a Valentine 
ball. This, too, in the library. 
(Note: dignified-looking Freddie 
Coleman.)
The night skating carnival.
Emory Debaters visit our campus and 
stay longer than their contract 
called for. Think of it!
Mrs. Hines pulls a fast one and rigs 
up a "Womanless Wedding." The 
most ridiculous affair we've seen in 
many a moon.
Grace and Joan enjoy the first snow­
fall.
Katybell actually allows her picture 
to be taken!
■i

A  grand way to spend Saturday afternoon— "Meet us under the lights and bring a 
cup and spoon. We're going to Nesbit's."
"Toots"— as the Bell Hall girls call her— springs a new one on the campus in April when 
she and her girls give a garden tea, with tulips and quaint Dutch dances!
Polly and Miss Wygal at Blue Ridge.
A  regular family reunion! Blue Ridge always claims a number of our girls every summer.
----------
hC O LLE G E  G O V E R N M E N T
V IO LA  JAM ES 
President
ROSALIE SUTTON 
Vice-President
HENRIETTA GREER 
Secretary
JEA N N E PARKER 
Treasurer
GRACE GREEN 
Clerk of Court
M ARJO R IE PERSONS 
Student Recorder of Points
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
"W E , THE STUDENTS of the Georgia State College for Women, desiring to enter into that larger life which comes 
through self-control in our daily lives; through hearty co-operation in community welfare and government; through 
unselfish service to others; do hereby adopt, in co-operation with the President and Faculty, the following consti­
tution for a College Government Association to be based upon honor applying to every aspect of college life.' •— 
Preamble to the Constitution.
The supreme legislative and final judicial powers of the Association are vested in the Student Council, which 
consists of the officers of the Association, the President of the Recreation Association and the Y. W . C. A., the 
Editors of the COLONNADE and the SPECTRUM, one representative from each of the four classes, and the 
faculty advisers.
The general judicial power of the Association is vested in an upper court, which consists of the officers of the 
Association, the four class Presidents, the Day Student President, and the faculty advisers.
The power of enforcing the decisions of the Upper Court and the Student Council is vested in the hands of an 
Executive Board, which consists of the Vice-President of the Association, the Presidents of all dormitories, the Dean 
of Women, and the President of the Association.
The year 1935-36 opened with Orientation Week, sponsored by College Government for the purpose of enter­
taining the Freshmen and introducing' to them the various campus activities and organizations. Immediately fol­
lowing Orientation Week, to welcome the arrival of the upper classmen and to make known the significance of 
the relationship of the classes, a double wedding of the sister classes was presented. This resulted in a more 
sincere and enthusiastic spirit than had ever before been felt by the classes.
Approximately two weeks after the opening of school, work was begun on the Golden Slipper Contest. This 
contest was originated to further the closer relationship of the sister classes and to give the Freshmen an oppor­
tunity to express their originality. By working together in this way, they became better acquainted and felt more 
closely united as a class. Both the Sophomores and the Freshmen presented an original production which was staged 
with the help of the Seniors and Juniors. The first awarding of the Golden Slipper was to the Freshman Class of 
’39. This contest is to be an annual event.
Much of the work of the organization this year was carried on by the successful functioning of the dormitory 
courts. It is the duty of the officers to assume leadership in planning constructive programs for the well-being 
of the dormitory residents. Just before home-going in December, each dormitory gave a Christmas party. These 
and others including teas, garden parties, and open houses, were planned to stimulate dormitory fellowship.
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During the winter quarter a committee was appointed to bring to the attention of the student body the im­
portance of honor in every aspect of life. Faculty co-operation was solicited and visits to other campuses were 
made to investigate the methods used by them to further ideals of honor.
Several times during the year Student Council and the Faculty Committee on Student Relations had dinner to­
gether for the purpose of exchanging viewpoints concerning campus situations.
A t the time when constitution changes were made, the name of Student Government Association was changed 
to College Government Association, because of the fact that the organization is based on a plan of co-operation 
between students, faculty, and housemothers. The new name is thought to be more indicative than the former 
title of the Association.
New officers, elected in March, were installed at the close of the winter quarter, and assumed their official 
duties at the beginning of the spring term.
Student Counci
VIO LA  JAM ES 
President
ROSALIE SUTTON 
Vice-President
HENRIETTA GREER
Secretary
JEA N N E PARKER 
Treasurer
GRACE GREEN 
Clerk of Court
M ARJO R IE PERSONS 
Student Recorder of Points
GEORGELLEN W ALKER 
Senior Representative
SARA RUTH ALLM OND 
Junior Representative
FRANCES ROANE 
Sophomore Representative
COHYN BOW ERS 
Freshman Representative
JA N E  CASSELS 
President of Y. W . C. A.
KATHLEEN ROBERTS 
President of Rec. Association
MILDREN W ATSO N  
Editor of Spectrum
BETTY REED 
Editor of Colonnade
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Executive 
Board
ROSALIE SUTTON 
MARGARET MANN 
CAROLINE RIDLEY 
ELIZABETH STEWART 
AVLO N A ATHON 
BILL BESSENT 
SARA BETHEL 
HARRIET FULLER 
MARY HOGG 
LUCILLE MORTON 
CAROL O 'N EAL
V IOLA JAM ES 
ROSALIE SUTTON 
HENRIETTA GREER
Upper Court
JEA N N E PARKER 
GRACE GREEN
CAROLINE RIDLEY JO A N  BUTLER 
CATHERINE MALLORY ELIZABETH GARBUTT
FRANCES MORRIS
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OFFICERS
JA N E  C A S S E L S ........................................................................................... President
LOUISE D O N E H O O ........................................................... First Vice-President
MYRA JE N K IN S ................................................Second Vice-President
MARY DAN IN G R A M ........................................... Secretary
M ARJO R IE L A N IE R ....................................... Treasurer
EXECUTIVES
DORIS ADAM SO N JULIETTE BURRUS MARY McGAVOCK
y. w. c. a .
"W E, THE STUDENTS of the Young Women's Christian Associa­
tion of the Georgia State College for Women, unite in a desire 
to realize rich and creative life through a growing knowledge of 
God. W e  determine to make this life possible for all people. 
In this task we seek to understand Jesus and follow Him."
Ideally, the Y. W . C. A. is not an organization but a process in 
which students, through ever-widening experiences of life, grow 
into a deeper conception of the real meaning of life. That there 
is a real need for such a program on a college campus is readily 
seen by a glance at the perplexities of the world in which the ris­
ing student generation finds itself. Evidences everywhere of a 
denial of the principles of Jesus are largely responsible for the 
springing up of cynicism and religious illiteracy in colleges.
The Y. W . C. A. Cabinet strives to combat this by working out 
a program through which students on our campus may discover 
Christian resources and thereby build toward a philosophy of life 
which will enable them to grow in their knowledge of God and 
in their sensitiveness to the implications of Christianity in the 
world today. Cabinet plans its program for the entire campus; 
Freshman Council and Sophomore Commission, more particularly 
MARY MOSS, General Secretary f ° r their respective classes. Activity Council is a group of stu­
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dents who hold weekly forums on world problems in the light of their relation to individual students. All four of 
these groups contribute toward the building of a standard of values for the girls on the campus. Other groups 
working in this direction are the various Y. W . C. A. Committees— Bible Study, Vespers, Choir, World Problems, 
Social Problems, Men-Women Relations, Student Relations, Finarice-Economics Committees— which also try to meet 
student needs.
A  large part of the program of the Y. W . C. A. is concerned with bringing to our campus speakers who are 
most valuable in student circles, such as Miss Winnifred Wygal, Dr. W . A. Smart, Mrs. Chase G. Woodhouse, 
Miss Helen Morton, Dr. W . A. Sutton, and others. These people employ largely the seminar method and make 
a great contribution to student life and thought.
And so it may be said in summary that the Y. W . C. A. has as its purpose the creation of a democratic process 
on our campus, through which students may discover real resource for a religion which will be high intellectually, 
ethically, and spiritually, and which will cause them to enter life as integrated personalities embarking upon The 
Superb Adventure.
SARA RUTH ALLM OND 
CATHERINE CALHOUN 
CAROLYN COLEMAN 
MARGARET GARBUTT 
MARY HARROLSON 
V IOLA JAM ES 
EDNA LATTIMORE 
CATHERINE MALLORY 
DOROTHY MEADORS
JA N E  O 'N EAL 
JEA N N E PARKER 
MARY PEACOCK 
BETTY REED 
CAROLINE RIDLEY 
KATHLEEN ROBERTS 
W ELD O N SEALS 
ELIZABETH STUCKEY 
GEORGELLEN W ALKER
MILDRED W ATSO N
SO PH O M O RE C O M M ISS IO N
I
OFFICERS
MARGARET G A R B U T T ............................................................................... President
MARGARET F O W L E R .......................................  ................Vice-President
GRACE C O L L A R ................................................................... Secretary
CHARLOTTE E D W A R D S ........................................... Treasurer
MEMBERS
ALINE BARRON 
MARY NELL BRISCOE 
BONNIE BURGE 
JO A N  BUTLER 
MILDRED COOKE 
A N N A  LEE GASQUE 
EOLYNE GREEN
MARY W IN SH IP
TECOAH HARNER 
ELIZABETH HULSEY 
EMMIE JONES 
SARA McDOWELL 
MARY PRITCHETT 
FRANCES ROANE 
ELIZABETH SMITH
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LUCILLE M O R T O N ...............................
BETTY H O L L O W A Y .......................
FRANCES D A N IE L ...................
BETTY L O T T .......................
M ARION ARTHUR 
HELEN BARRON 
SARA BETHEL 
COHYN BOWERS 
AN NELLA  BROWN 
CAROLYN CASSELL 
GRACE CLARK 
SUSAN CULPEPPER 
VIRG IN IA FORBES 
ELIZABETH GARBUTT 
MARY HANSFORD 
JOYCE HURT 
MARY KETHLEY
GUYNELLE
................................... President
........................Vice-President
........................Secretary
....................Treasurer
LA VERNE LOFTIN 
BETTY MATTHEWS 
MIRIAM MIDDLEBROOKS 
FRANCES M ULDRO W  
JEA N  PURDOM 
MARGARET RAW LS 
LOUISE SHOUSE 
LILY SIBLEY 
AN N E STOKES 
ELEANOR SW A N  
OLIN THORPE 
NELL TURNER 
EMILY W ILL IA M S
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ACTIV ITY CO UN C IL
ETHEL TOS LUCILE THOM AS DOROTHY INGRAM
President Vice-President Secretary and Treasurer
FO UR YEARS A G O , Activity Council grew out of a need for developing leadership on our cam­
pus in those girls who chose to participate in the program of the Y. W . C. A.
The programs of Council have centered around not only the needs of Council members but 
also the needs of the campus. To carry out these needs, mid-week Vespers and various clubs are 
sponsored.
Personality— Mrs. Max Noah.
Camp-craft— Miss Rosabel Birch.
Keeping Up W ith  Times— Mr. Bill Capel.
Nature Study— Miss Mabel Rogers.
Arts and Crafts— Miss Margaret Sutton.
The purpose of Vespers is to build an attitude toward worship and to provide an adequate place 
for worship— to cause us to pause and contemplate the eternals and to relate ourselves to them.
MEMBERS
LO UISE KITE 
LUCILE THOM AS 
M ARTHA GORDY 
JEA N  BROW N 
V IRG IN IA  JO IN ER  
M IR IAM  GORDY 
RUTH GREENE 
LUCILE ROGERS 
ELIZABETH LUCAS 
EU GEN IA  JO N ES
HELEN KILGORE 
MARTHA STAPLETON 
MILDRED D. W ATSON 
ELIZABETH COX 
MARY W . LEVERETT 
LO U ISA  NOYES 
A M AN D A  W ILKES 
REBA MANN 
M ARGARET MATHIS 
MARY LO U ISE TURNER
GUYNELLE W ILL IA M S 
V IRG IN IA  YATES 
KATHRYN O. BROOKS 
MARY ELLEN CALHOUN 
SADIE HALL 
EDNA HENDERSON 
DOROTHY BROOKS 
MARGERY ALLEN 
DOROTHY INGRAM  
MARGARET GREEN
RECREATION A SSO C IA T IO N
OFFICERS
KATHLEEN ROBERTS 
President
ROBBIE ROGERS 
Vice-President
M ARY PITTS ALLEN 
Secretary
ELIZABETH STUCKEY 
Treasurer
EMILY W ILL IA M S 
Freshman Representative
RECREATION A SSO C IA T IO N
"M A N Y  A  TRAIN O F TH O U G H T  CARRIES N O  FREIGHT," proves to be untrue with Recreation. It 
is loaded with happiness and pleasure for each life that is born. A  real Recreation Association meets 
the needs of all people. It is more than merely an athletic association which attracts the most vigor­
ous and athletic type of people, although athletics form a definite part of its program. It is not to be 
thought of as just something to do when life seems boring, although it is one means of making life 
more interesting. Neither is it an organization for the idle or lazy, but it makes every effort to at­
tract the uninterested person to its activities. Last it must not be confused with an organization to 
keep one out of mischief; constructive recreation will build character in an individual. W h at then is 
a Recreation Association? Ours is founded upon a well organized educational-recreational program 
which is planned to attract both students and faculty of all types.
To meet the needs of the various types of students and their many diversified interests, and to 
give them something that will carry over when college days are gone, the Association must have cer­
tain policies and a comprehensive program. To build the right kind of atmosphere, campus morale in 
play, and group consciousness, as well as to provide a varied program, requires a group of officers with 
understanding ability to get along with people. The.officers work together as Executive Board of the 
Association and are assisted by the sympathetic staff members of the Health and Physical Education 
Department who are vitally concerned with students' welfare and happiness. Executive Board an d staff 
members join in saying in the words of Dickens: "N o  one is useless in this world who lightens the bur­
den of it for someone else."
RECREATION BOARD
ISABEL ALLEN 
LEILA BALKCOM 
A ILEEN  BARRON 
CATHERINE CALHOUN 
SARA BETHEL
NELLIE BÜRGIN 
EM ILY CHEVES 
GRACE COLLAR 
LOLA D O W IS 
A N N A  LEE G A SQ U E
EOLYNE GREEN 
JA N E  HADDOCK 
M ARTHA HARRELL 
M A R JO R IE  LANIER 
MARGARET MANN
MARY PEACOCK 
FRANCES ROANE 
EMBELLE THURM AN 
CARO LINE W EDDINGTON
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LOVE FOR OUR W O R K  never asks how much must we do, but how much can we do. The Recreation Board of our Asso­
ciation acts as an electric current flowing through the wires of a power plant in a city. Through this body of stu­
dents we motivate recreation not to a select group of students, but to every student on our campus. Recreation 
Board is usually a "starter" or a "killer" of ideas that come to the student body in such forms as parties, dances, 
hikes, tournaments, and carnivals. To develop individual skills in all activities we offer archery, ping-pong, tennis, swim­
ming, tumbling, basketball, soccer, volleyball, baseball, hockey, social dancing, tap dancing, golf, and other individual 
sports. It is the ideal of the Association that through the above activities each girl will be better developed phys­
ically, mentally and socially when she leaves this college. Finally, we say if each girl can learn to be at ease in 
any situation, we have not failed.
The Recreation Association has active membership in two National Federations and one State Federation, which 
act as a resource for many problems. The membership in these organizations gives our school a national rating among 
the better schools of America. The Women's Division, National Amateur Athletics Federation of America, known as 
N. A. A. F., has as its aim the promotion of programs of such athletic activities as shall meet the needs of all girls 
and women. The purpose of the National Athletics Federation of College Women to further athletic interests and 
activities for girls and women. The Georgia Athletic Federation for College Women, to which we belong, is a State 
organization whose membership is made up of the most prominent schools of Georgia. During the spring of 1936 
the State annual conference was held on the G. S. C. W . campus. Here we reached the heart of organization as 
an aid in solving .many problems with our friends from neighboring schools. Through the contact of the outside organ­
izations we feel that
"Coming together is a beginning,
Keeping together is a progress,
Working together is success."
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MILDRED W ATSO N  
Editor
M A RJO R IE  PERSONS 
RUTH FLURRY 
Associate Editors
VIRG IN IA DREWRY 
Business Manager
T H E  S P E C T R U M
THE 1936 SPECTRUM embodies more than a mere reflection of life at G. S. C. W .  To those of 
us who have intimately worked on the staff, it represents a year full of new contacts, new truths, 
and new satisfactions. Trying to find not only what students want in the way of a yearbook, but 
also what they will appreciate later, is indeed a hard task. The decision was finally reached that 
what each student will likely appreciate more as she grows older is a record of college life as she 
lived it. Therefore, activities on the campus have been foremost in SPECTRUM procedures.
Many people share in making the 1936 SPECTRUM possible. The successful advertising pro­
gram of the Business Manager is largely responsible for the increased size in the SPECTRUM. The 
advice and help of Miss Mamie Padgett in planning the book have been invaluable. Miss W in i­
fred Crowell has been generous in helping improve the literary qualities of the book. Too, the 
other members of the Faculty Committee of Publications including Miss Ethel Adams, Dr. Guy H. 
Wells, Dr. W . T. Wynne, and Mr. L. S. Fowler, have been more than co-operative in SPECTRUM 
undertakings.
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The staff wishes to acknowledge its appreciation for the assistance of the photographers, 
printers and engravers. Mr. William Bradley, Mr. John Long, Miss Helen Morgan, Mr. A . A. 
Lubersky, Mr. Hillyer C. Warlick, and Mr. Charles D. Randall have all made the editing of the 
SPECTRUM a real pleasure.
HARRIETTE STARKE 
Assistant Business Manager
GAR NETTE LYNES 
Art Editor
A N N A  LEE GASQ UE 
Y. W . C. A. Editor
MARY PEACOCK 
JA N E  O 'N EAL 
Club Editors
M ARTHA HARRELL 
M ARY PITTS ALLEN 
Athletic Editors
CHARLOTTE EDWARDS 
Feature Editor
MARY PRITCHETT 
Secretary
MABELLE SW A N  
M ARY JO H N  BRO W N 
Circulation Managers
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BETTY REED 
Editor
EVELYN AUBRY 
Associate Editor
A V LO N A  ATHON 
Advertising Manager
M ARTHA FLEMING
Business Manager
T H E  C O L O N N A D E
M EM BERS O F  THE C O LO N N A D E  STAFF, not having a full-fledged department of 
journalism with which to work, have had to depend largely on their "noses for news 
to get out the weekly edition of the paper. Although most of the aspiring young 
journalists have had the beginning course in journalism offered here, none of them has had 
any extensive training other than in the "trial and error" process.
This year for the first time freshmen were permitted to become regular members of 
the staff, after having served as "interne" reporters for some time. The editors and the 
advisers feel that this experiment has been very successful, because it has given them 
opportunity to work with the first year students, and has given the future editors of the 
C O LO N N A D E  an opportunity to gain additional experience.
W e  feel that the outstanding issue of the year was the Election Extra which was cir­
culated to the entire student body at breakfast the morning of the general spring elec­
tions. March I I, 1936, was the date of the first "extra" edition of the C O LO N N A D E.
For the second time in the history of the paper, a special edition was printed for the 
annual Parents' Day celebration, May 8, 1936. This number of the paper was the largest 
issue of the student weekly publication. Another special edition was published prior to 
the annual meeting of the Georgia Education Association, which was called the Summer 
School edition.
The advisers of the C O LO N N A D E  are really advisers, and do not seek to interfere 
with the activities of the staff. They give advice when it is asked for. W e  feel that this 
is a better plan than one of strict supervision, because it gives the staff members an op­
portunity to make decisions, use their own judgment, and altogether get more expe­
rience in newspaper work.
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In the past year we may have printed things that would have been better left alone; 
we may have omitted news that should have been printed; we may have criticized when 
from our own limited experience we were not fully aware of the situation. For these things 
we have been criticized; we appreciate those criticisms from which we have learned 
things which will be of value later.
Every news story, every feature story, every editorial which has gone into the paper 
has been in an attempt on the part of the staff to voice student opinion and to meet 
campus needs. To this end have we striven that the C O LO N N A D E  be truly the "voice 
of the students."
GARNETTE LYNES 
Assistant Business Manager
MARY LEVERETT 
Circulation Manager
BONNIE BURGE 
Exchange Editor
DORIS ADAM SO N 
BETTY H O LLO W A Y  
SARA K. VANN 
News Editors
GRACE COLLAR 
CHARLOTTE EDWARDS 
Sports Editors
GRACE E. GREENE 
Feature Editor
ELIZABETH SMITH 
Y. W . C. A. Editor
ELIZABETH HULSEY 
FRANCES DANIEL 
Advertising Assistants
BETTY SHELL 
Assistant Circulation Manager
SARA BELL 
MARILUCY HAMMETT 
ELIZABETH LUCAS 
FRANCES McCRARY 
KATIE ROGERS 
LOUISE SO LO M O N S 
BETSY THOM PSON 
Circulation Assistants
M ARIO N ARTHUR 
JEA N E  ARM O UR 
LUCY CALDW ELL 
V IRG IN IA  FORBES 
PEGGY TOMLIN 
H AZEL W ITHERINGTON 
Reporters
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SA RA  JA N E  DECK 
Editor
ROSE HERNDON 
Assistant Editor
LOUISE CROWDER 
Art Editor
MARY McGAVOCK 
Business Manager
T H E  C O R I N T H I A N
THE C O R IN TH IA N , sponsored by Literary Guild, is a magazine published 
quarterly. Its purpose is to stimulate creative writing on the campus.
An important feature of the activities of the publication is the annual 
CO R IN TH IAN  contest, in which all students may compete for prizes in 
poetry, essay, and short story.
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The members of the C O R IN TH IA N  Staff take this opportunity to 
express appreciation to our contributors, subscribers, and advertisers, and 
to our faculty adviser, Miss Crowell, whose gracious assistance has been 
both practical and inspiring.
OLIVE JO RD AN  
Literary Editor
REBECCA ANDERSON 
Exchange Editor
ELIZABETH STEWART 
Assistant Business Manager
H AZEL W ITHERINGTON 
Circulation Manager
JEA N E  ARM O UR
ELISE DORSAY
Circulation Assistants
MARGARET MANN 
SA RA  RUTLAND 
W ILD A  SEAGRAVES 
Circulation Assistants
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HEDGEROW  PLAYERS
■T°S C H a  s ied el
Students of G. S. C. W . were most 
fortunate during the year 1935-36 
in having several outstanding artists 
for the. lyceum numbers. It was 
through the untiring efforts of the 
Faculty Committee of Entertainment 
and the Milledgeville Co-operative 
Concert Association that these artists 
visited our campus. The Faculty 
Committee included Miss Hallie 
Smith, chairman; Dr. S. L. McGee, 
president of the Milledgeville Co­
operative Concert Association; Mrs. 
Aline Owens; Miss Beatrice Hors- 
borough; Mr. L. S. Fowler; Mr. Max 
Noah; and Miss Viola James, presi­
dent of the College Government As­
sociation.
RUSSIAN IMPERIAL SINGERS
Ul
THE JESTERS
THE JESTERS' THIRD YEAR has been 
the most profitable in its existence. De­
cided progress has been made and the 
results have been recognized and ap­
preciated not only by the campus, but 
by everyone who has had the privilege 
of witnessing its growing influence.
The play production class has been 
the workshop through which the Jesters 
have been trained. Under the splendid 
direction of Dorothy W . Noah, dramatics 
have become not only an outlet for self- 
expression, but also an art which has 
been considered from every angle.
The most significant work of the club 
is the establishment of the Little Thea­
tre. This was made possible only through 
the faithful work of Mrs. Noah and the 
Jesters, and is being paid for with funds 
made from the major productions.
An outstanding event of the year was a one-act play-writing contest, sponsored by the Jesters and open to 
any member of the student body. This contest was won by Virginia Forbes with her play, "He Chooses to 
Wander."
One-act plays presented during 1935-36: "The Wonder Hat," "Thursday Evening," "Riders to the Sea," "The 
Dear Departed," "The First Dress Suit," "Overtones," "White Dresses," and "Sought in the Ashes," an original play 
dramatized by Catherine Mallory from the short story, "The Second Proverb."
Major productions: "Just Like Judy," by Earnest Denny, and "A  Bill of Divorcement," by Clemence Dane. 
Officers: President, Catherine Mallory; Vice-President, Edna Lattimore; Secretary, Grace E. Collar; Treasurer, 
Margaret Garbutt; and Stage Manager, Marion Baughn.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE O F THE CHOIR 
ELTYE V. BURGE, Chairman 
JACK BECK 
M ARVAL CAZER 
GRACE DREWRY 
W ILL IA M  JEN K IN S 
W ILLETTE ROBINSON 
FRANCES STOVALL 
PEGGY VAN CISE
ORCHESTRA OFFICERS 
BEATRICE SIRM O N S 
President 
EULA BAYE CHASTEEN
Vice-President 
AVIS PURDUE 
Secretary-Treasurer
A LLEGRO  CLUB OFFICERS 
DOROTHY ELLIS 
President 
NATALIE PURDOM 
Vice-President 
ELLA HUDSON 
Secretary-Treasurer
THE MILLEDGEVILLE COLLEGE CHOIR is made up of College students of G. S. C. W . and G. M. C., who sing 
without accompaniment. Since men's voices add a quality to a capella music which cannot be gained through 
the sole use of women's voices, the boys from G. M. C. were given the opportunity to become members of the 
choir.
THE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA represents organized musical talent from among the students. It is composed of 
those interested in orchestral instruments and offers valuable training. Symphonies of the great masters are 
studied and public programs are given.
THE ALLEGRO CLUB is a new organization on the campus. Members of this organization consist of students 
of instrumental and vocal music, and those receiving private instructions in expression.
The name Allegro is used, not only from its meaning as a musical term, lively, but also from its literary asso­
ciations. Milton's "L1 Allegro,"— the cheerful man, was the common meaning of the word in Italian.
FOUR MAIN EXHIBITIONS were held in the College Library during, the year, which proved of much value and 
inspiration to the student body. The first of the series was of textiles obtained from Miss Mostalio of New York 
City. The second and third exhibitions— prints, oils, and watercolors— were loaned by the Southern Projects, of 
which Miss Leila Mechlin is President. The last of the group was the work of the Georgia Artists Association. It 
is because of the interest and co-operative services of Miss Padgett and Miss Sutton that the college has been 
fortunate in having these exhibitions.

BARLICE SALTSMAN 
President
MARY LUCY PRESTON 
Vice-President
A M A N D A W ILKES 
Secretary 
ELIZABETH CHANDLER 
Treasurer
DR. A M A N D A JO H N SO N  
Adviser
H I S T O R Y  C L U B
FOR N INE YEA RS the Georgia History Museum has been one of the major activities of the His­
tory Club, to finance which an annual play has been given. 
During the last three years plays have been sponsored for the History Student Loan Fund 
which has now reached the sum of two hundred and fifty-one dollars. 
The purpose of the club is to encourage the study and appreciation of important phases of 
history and to stimulate interest and friendship among students in the field.
JA N E  ALSABRO O K 
LUCILE BLOODWORTH- 
A LA  JO  BREWTON 
NELLIE BURGIN 
ELIZABETH CHANDLER 
SALLY CLODFELTER 
BEVERLY CONE 
FRANCES CO W AN 
M A R JO R IE  EDWARDS 
RUTH FLURRY 
MARGARET GREENE 
DORIS GODARD 
V IRG IN IA  GRAY 
SARA HADLEY 
MARTHA HALE 
LO IS HATCHER 
ROSE HERNDON
MEMBERS
LILY H IGHFIELD  
JEANETTE HOLLAND 
MARY DAN INGRAM  
DR. A M AN D A  JO H N SO N  
MILDRED KENT 
FLORENCE KNIGHT 
M A R JO R IE  LANIER 
MARY LEVERETT 
EUGEN IA  M ARSHALL 
EVELYN MARTIN 
MATTIE JO  MAY 
ANN McLENDON 
ANN M ORGAN 
M A R JO R IE  PERSONS 
IDA POUND 
MARY LUCY PRESTON
FRANCES ROBERTS 
BARLICE SALTSMAN 
W ELD O N  SEALS 
EVELYN SENN 
ELIZABETH SMITH 
NELL SMITH 
V IRG IN IA  SMITH 
VIOLET SOUTH 
ELEANOR SPARKM AN 
HARRIETTE STARKE 
MARY CARTER STONE 
LUCILLE THO M AS 
M IR IAM  TOUCHTON 
V IRG IN IA  TURNER 
GEORGELLEN W ALKER 
A M AN D A  W ILKES 
LOIS W ILL IA M S
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VIRG IN IA  SMITH
President
DORIS GODARD 
Vice-President
SA RA  K. VANN 
Secretary
ROSA BLUE W ILL IA M S 
Treasurer
Executive Committee
DR. TAYLOR 
Chairman
ELIZABETH BURKE 
LUCY CALDWELL
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB is one of a series of clubs throughout the United States and foreign 
countries which are organized under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Its pur­
pose is to promote interest in and knowledge of international affairs among the students of the colleges in which 
the clubs are located.
Membership is by invitation and on the basis of a high scholastic average. The faculty of the Social Science 
Department are also members. This year the membership is forty.
The club holds meetings monthly for the discussion of international questions. The programs are built around 
the program subject for the year, and vary in form from round table discussions to Model League Assemblies. 
The program subject for this year is "Current Affairs Throughout the World."
Each year representatives of the hundred and twenty-one International Relations Clubs throughout the South­
east meet for a Conference, in order that they may obtain new ideas and hear important guest speakers on 
international affairs. This year the Conference was held at Winthrop College, Rock Hill, South Carolina. A  dele­
gation of five went from the G. S. C. W . Club.
The club seeks at all times to carry out its aim and to further the cause of peace, endeavoring to fix the at­
tention of the college students on those underlying principles of international organization which must be agreed 
upon and applied if peaceful civilization is to continue. This it has striven to accomplish by taking a prominent 
part in chapel programs on the subject and by the extension work of sending speakers to the neighboring towns.
SUJETTE ADAMS 
MARY GLENN ALLAßEN 
MARTHA JEA N E  A RM O U R 
EVELYN AUBREY 
MARGARET BLACK 
DOROTHY BOTDORF 
DOROTHY BROW N 
BO NN IE BURGE 
ELIZABETH BURKE 
LUCY CALDW ELL 
SALLY CLODFELTER
MEMBERS
TOM M Y COOKE 
EIZABETH DAN I ELL 
ELIZABETH DONOVAN 
DORIS GODARD 
M IR IAM  GORDY 
FRANCES H A N N A  
EUNICE HUNT 
V IRG IN IA  JO IN ER  
MARTHA PINSON 
M ARGUERITE ROLLINS
FACULTY ADVISER
DEAN HO Y TAYLOR
VIRG IN IA  SHO USE 
EMILY SIMPSON 
MARY E. SMITH 
V IRG IN IA  SMITH 
GRACE TALLEY 
HOLT THORPE 
MARY L. TURNER 
SARA K. VANN 
LUCY W AG N ER 
JEN N IE  ROSE W A RN ER  
ROSA BLUE W ILL IA M S
MR. W ILL IA M  C. CAPEL 
M ISS IVA CHANDLER 
M ISS HELEN GREENE
H O N O RARY  MEMBERS
MRS. FERN DORRIS 
DR. A M AN D A  JO H N SO N
DR. SIDNEY L. McGEE 
MR. HERBERT MASSEY 
M ISS IDA POUND
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SARA O W EN S 
President
VILDA SHUM AN 
Vice-President
EDITH TANNER 
Secretary
MARY GOETTE 
Treasurer
THE CHEM ISTRY CLUB considers Herty Day its most important function of the year. On this 
day the Georgia Division of the American Chemical Society and other chemists of the Southeast 
meet with the Chemistry Club at the presentation of the Herty Medal.
The Herty Medal is given each year by the Chemistry Club and awarded by a committee from 
the Georgia Division of the American Chemical Society to the scientist of the Southeast who has 
made the greatest contribution.
The medal has been given for three successive years: in 1933 to Dr. Fred Allison of Alabama 
Polytechnic Institute; in I 934. to Dr. Charles Holmes Herty, a native of Milledgeville, for his per­
fection of the manufacture of white paper from Georgia pines; in 1935 to Dr. Francis P. Dunning- 
ton, for his studies on titanium and for his students who have become famous.
MEMBERS
A SH LEy  HO RNE 
VILDA SH UM AN  
MARILUCY HAMMETT 
MARY McGRIFF 
MARY GOETTE 
EDITH TANNER 
MARTHA CHENEY 
SARAH O W EN  
RO SALIE SUTTON 
CAROL BLACK 
MARY STONE 
JU L IA  HORNEBUCKLE
M ARTHA KOEBLEY 
GENEVIEVE H ILL 
RUTH ABERNATHY 
LO U ISE A M ASO N  
EDNA EARL SMITH 
GENEVIEVE COX 
JU L IA  KAM INER 
THELM A ARNOLD  
REBECCA TEASLEY 
ADA CROMARTIE 
JO A N  BUTLER 
KATHERINE HATCHER
SARA JO N ES  
MARY JO H N  BROW N 
JERRY HUNTER 
LULLEEN TORRENCE 
HELEN MINTON 
MARTHA THO M AS 
M ARIEM M A ROBERTS 
TOM M Y COOKE 
A LM A  FOLSOM 
MARY LENNA FLEETWOOD 
RUTH MEEKS 
FRANCES McCRARY
SARA M A XW ELL 
SARA  M cD O W ELL 
MARY HUNT M ARCHM AN 
EDNA LATTI M ORE 
CLAIRE MOSELEY 
DOROTHY INGRAM  
RUTH GREENE 
JU A N IT A  W ILL IS  
MARY PEACOCK 
HELEN KILGORE 
N AO M I BEST
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RUTH CASTEEL 
President
MARY GOETTE 
Vice-President
RUTH HOLLINSHED
Secretary
LO UISA NOYES 
Treasurer
L A M B D A  PS !  O M E G A
O U R  M OTTO  is "Be Square" and we use BO as the symbol for the motto. The object of the 
organization is three-fold: they are to stimulate an interest in mathematics among the students of 
the college; to help develop the mathematics department of the college; to promote social ac­
tivity among mathematics students of the college.
The membership includes all students majoring or minoring in mathematics. W e  meet monthly, 
and we feel that our programs have been very interesting and helpful. W e  have had discussions 
on trisection of angles, magic squares, fun with factoring, the old and new calendar, etc.
Our special project for the year is lessening the light bill of the campus. W e  have tried this 
previously, and it seemed to be so helpful that we decided to work on this same project again.
RUTH ABERNATHY 
N AO M I BEST 
ELIZABETH BROW N 
ELIZABETH BURROUGHS 
ELIZABETH CARTER 
RUTH CASTEEL 
ELIZABETH COX 
FRANCES COW AN 
FRANCES DO W IS 
MARY GOETTE 
RUTH HARRIS
M ISS NAPIER
MEMBERS
MARTHA HARRISO N  
FLORINE HERRON 
RUTH HOLLINSHED 
ASHLEY H O RN E 
A N N A  LA BOON 
MARY W . LEVERETT 
RUTH M ANGUM  
MARY HUNT MARCHM AN 
MARGARET MATHIS 
DOROTHY M EAD O W S 
ELIZABETH M EADO W S 
LO UISA  NOYES
MISS NELSON
DORIS PEACOCK 
MARY PEACOCK ' 
BERYL POPE 
MARGARET SANDERS 
KATRINA SHARPE 
EDNA SMITH 
A N N E SPROULL 
MARY LO UISE TURNER 
KATHERINE W ALTERS 
LO UISE W ILL IN G H A M  
REBECCA W ILLSO N
DR. W ALDEN
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EDITH TANNER 
President
REBECCA ANDERSON 
Vice-President
VILDA SH UM AN  
Secretary
JUA N ITA  W ILL IS  
Treasurer
B I O L O G Y  C L U B
"To know what lies around us makes life great or small.
THE B IO LO G Y  CLUB strives to foster a greater appreciation and understanding of natural objects; 
to further an interest in recent contributions of the Biological Sciences to human welfare; and to 
establish friendly relations between students working in these sciences.
W e  have derived inspiration as well as information from several lecturers who have explained 
plans now in progress for benefiting and beautifying our campus, community, and state.
Programs presented by club members and others have shown clearly that there exists a very 
general interest in wild life. A  consideration of the many popular superstitions associated with 
common plants and animals illustrated the Natural History of the past. Modern progress in the 
"Science of Life" has been indicated by biological hobbies, reports of scientific research, and ac­
counts of conservation organizations and conservation programs.
W e  plan to continue planting wild flowers, ferns, and native shrubs in Nesbitt woods with the 
hope of bringing together a representative flora for the instruction and enjoyment of future stu­
dents.
In the absence of two of our officers during the winter quarter, the following temporary officers 
have served: President, Vilda Shuman; Vice-President, Mary Ellen Calhoun; Secretary, Mary Carey 
Willis.
MEMBERS
SUJETTE ADAMS 
ISABELLE ALLEN 
REBECCA ANDERSON 
M ARTHA ANGELY 
LO U ISE BENNETT 
LUCILE BRANNEN 
MILDRED BURNETTE 
MARY ELLEN CALHOUN 
AUSTELLE CO LW ELL 
ELIZABETH COX 
RUTH CRANFORD 
SUSAN CULPEPPER 
NANCY DANIEL
JA N E  DUBOSE 
W IL M A  FERGUSON 
M ARY GOETTE 
AG N ES GO RM AN 
RUTH GREENE 
JO E  BERT HARPER 
RUTH HARRIS 
CATHERINE HART 
DOROTHY HESTER 
ASHLEY H O RN E 
EDNA H O W ARD  
MARGARET LORD 
EM ILY M ATHEW S
MARY McGRIFF 
V IRG IN IA  MURRAY 
RUBY OAKLEY 
JA N E  O 'N EA L 
DOROTHE PERKINS 
AUDREY RAINEY 
KATHERINE RAY 
GRACE RUSSELL 
ERNESTINE SEGRAVES 
FRANCES SHELL 
VILDA SH UM AN  
ELEANOR SIMS 
EDNA EARL SMITH
FLORA SMITH 
MARY E. STONE 
ELIZABETH STUCKEY 
EDITH TANNER 
VIDA THURM AN 
EULA TRIPPE 
KATHLEEN WEST 
LOIS W ILL IA M S  
SUSIE W ILL IA M S 
JU A N IT A  W ILL IS  
MARY CAREY W ILL IS  
V IRG IN IA  YO UNG
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LOLA DO W IS 
President
MARY PITTS ALLEN 
Vice-President
ROBBIE ROGERS 
Secretary
PALACIA STEWART 
Treasurer
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUB
THE PURPO SE of this club is to awaken and promote on the campus a growing and intelligent 
interest in Health and Physical Education and to further the well being of each individual as a 
whole . . physically, mentally, and socially.
The Health and Physical Education Club co-operated with the Recreation Association in spon­
soring a Halloween Carnival. The proceeds went to the treasury of the Recreation Association.
The annual Christmas party was under the supervision of the Sophomore majors and minors 
in Health. An interesting program and social hour was given.
Regular meetings of the club were held at the home of Mrs. Wootten, at Government Square 
Park, and in the form of hikes. These meetings proved inspirational and educational.
JACK IE W ALKER 
ROBBIE ROGERS 
CAROLYN COLEMAN 
MARY PITTS ALLEN 
LOIS KNOX 
MARTHA SMITH 
DORIS RAY 
V IRG IN IA  W YCH E 
A M M IE  REE PENN 
MILDRED ZEAGLER 
DRUELLYN GIBBS
MEMBERS
LOLA D O W IS 
FRANCES ROANE 
KATHLEEN ROBERTS 
BETH M ORRISON 
REBECCA W ILSO N  
V IOLA JA M ES 
JA N E  HADDOCK 
M IR IAM  COOPER 
ROBBIE LOU W ILSO N  
MARGARET BURNEY 
PALACIA STEWART 
MARTHA W ILL IA M S
MARGUERITE SPEARS 
ELIZABETH STUCKEY 
YVETTE KOHN 
CATHERINE REDDICK 
MARTHA GRIFFETH 
HELEN PRICE 
MARY BACHELOR 
MARY PERKINS 
EMILY JO RDAN 
CHARLTON HELMS 
EM ILY CHEVES
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MARY LILLIAN M URPHEY 
President 
CLAUDIA LITTLE 
Vice-President 
VIDA THURM AN 
Secretary 
AUSTELLE CO LW ELL 
Treasurer
MRS. LYN W O O D  SMITH 
MISS MABRY HARPER 
Faculty Advisers
CLARA W.HASSLOCK HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
IN STRIVING to really function on the campus the club has the following aims: to arouse interest 
in the subject of Home Economics; to prepare its members for work in this field when they leave 
college; to bring together students and faculty interested in Home Economics. 
Among the outstanding events sponsored by the club are the annual celebration of Ellen H. 
Richard's birthday and the fashion show, which is pictured above.
MEMBERS
MARY GLENN ALLABEN MARGUERITE FARRAR CAM ILLE LIPFORD CRAW FORD ROBERTS
MARTHA COYLE AM ASO N SARAH FARRAR CLAUDIA  LITTLE MARI EM MA ROBERTS
LO U ISE  AM ASO N W ILM A  FERGUSON ELIZABETH LUCAS LUCILE ROGERS
THELM A ARNOLD MARY L. FLEETW OOD REBECCA LUNDY W ELYN  ROGERS
A VLO N A  ATHON A LM A  FOLSOM JA N IE  LUNSFORD MARGARET RUCKER
MARY ZENA BAKER MARTHA FRANKLIN A N N E LYNCH KATHRYN SESSION S
CAROL BLACK FRANCES FRIZZELLE SARA M ALO NE FLORENCE SHEARO USE
V IR G IN IA  BLACK DORIS FUTRAL M ARIE MARCHMAN BETTY SHELL
MILDRED BOOTH EMILY W IL L  GARRETT ROBERTA MARSH SUE SIM PSON
LUCILE BRANNEN EVELYN G ILRO Y DOROTHY M ARSHALL CECELIA  SMITH
GRACE BRIGHAM JU L IA  GO DBEE EMILY MATTHEWS EDNA EARL SMITH
ETHEL BRACK MARGARET GRACE HESTER M AXW ELL H AZEL STEWART
KATHRYN BROOKS RUTH GREEN E DOROTHY McCa r t h y GLADYS STEWART
ADA BROWN NELL GRIFFETH MARGARET McCLURE G EO RG IA  HAYES STOW
JU L IA  BROWN M IN N IE  GROSS FRANCES McCRARY ELIZABETH STOWERS
MARY BROWN ELIZABETH GROVES FRANCES McDONALD FRANCES TABB
BEATRICE BUTTS A U C E  HALL JA N IE  McELVEEN REBECCA TEASLEY
MARY BUTTS MARILUCY HAMMETT CHRISTINE M EAD O W S MARTHA THO M AS
RUNETTE BURIL EDITH HAM M O N D RUTH MEEKS EVELYN THO M PSON
MARTHA CABLEY LO RA IN E HARPER HAZEL MERCER VIDA E. THURMAN
KATHERINE CALHO UN MARTHA HARRELL MELBA M IDDLEBROOKS JA N E  TISON
SALLIE  FORD CAMP BERTHA HELSETH HELEN MITCHELL LULEEN TORRENCE
SARA G. CAMP LORA HELTON MARY M OO RE ETHEL TOS
ELS IE  CARTER MILDRED HENRY HELEN M ORGAN FRANCES TREADW ELL
FAYE CARTEY GENEVIEVE H ILL V IRG IN IA  MORGAN LO U ISE  TREADWELL
A LLEN E  CHAPM AN MARTHA COLE H ILLH O U SE JU L IA  CONN MORTON EULA TRIPPE
MARGARET CHENEY CLARA HO LLIN SH ED JU A N IT A  MOSS FLORENCE TURNER
MARY CLARK MAY H O LLIN SH ED IO N A  MULKEY A LICE  USSURY
FERRAL COKER RUTH H O LLIN SH ED MARY L ILL IA N  MURPHEY RUTH VAN CISE
AUSTELLE CO LW ELL PALM A HOLT LILL IAN  NELSON MARY VOLK
RUTH CRANFORD JERRY HUNTER MILDRED NEWTON LUCY W A G N ER
ROBERTA CRAWFORD DORIS JEN K IN S VENTA LEE OSBORNE BELLE W A LL
ADA CROMARTIE HENRIETTA JO N ES JO A N  PADGETT KATHERINE W ALKER
ELIZABETH CROSS MARY FRANCES JO N ES HELEN DALE PARRISH POLLY W A N SLEY
PEGGY DAVIS SARA JO N ES FRANCES PERRY CLARA W A RE
SARA DAVIS EM ILY JO RD AN MARTHA PH ILLIPS JE N N IS  ROSE W A R N ER
MARY ETHEL DEADWYLER JU L IA  C. KAM INER MARY L ILL IAN  PIKE SARAH W ICKER
G U SSIE  DICKSON MARY LOU KIMSEY V IRG IN IA  POINDEXTER IDA W ILL IA M S
ROBBIE DONALSON FRANCES KNOX CATHERINE POOLE LO U ISE  W ILL IA M S
BEATRICE DRAUGHON LO IS KNOX EM ELIE  POW ELL ROSA BLUE W ILL IA M S
ALICE DUNCAN MARTHA KOEBLEY B ILLIE  PRATOR GLADYS W ILSO N
W IN IFRED  EAVENSON GLADYS LAW RENCE MARGARET RAW LS M AN A  YEO M AN S
GOLDEN EBERHART IDA LEE RUTH R IDGEW AY
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ERNESTINE SEGRAVES 
President
V IRG IN IA  YATES 
Vice-President
FLORA SMITH 
Secretary
DORIS GODARD 
Treasurer
CAROLINE HOOTEN
Historian
DR. FRANCIS DANIELS 
DR. PAUL BOESEN 
Faculty Advisers
S I G M A  PI  R H O
S IG M A  PI RH O  is a National Honorary Fraternity. The Georgia Alpha Chapter was founded in 
1934. The purpose of Sigma Pi Rho is the fostering of the love of the classics, the inculcating of 
lofty ideals of scholarship, and the promotion of efficient training for teachers in Latin. The fel­
lows of Sigma Pi Rho must pledge themselves to work together for the common weal not merely 
to attain to Roman culture, but also to typify it to others in the spirit of the conduct of their 
own lives. Thus theirs is the signal privilege of drawing upon the vast store of Classicism and of 
enriching and perfecting the civilization of our own magnificent era with "the glory that was 
Greece and the grandeur that was Rome."
MEMBERS
EVELYN AUBREY 
V IRG IN IA  CASON 
IRM A CONE 
DORIS GODARD
CAROLINE HOOTEN 
M IR IAM  MULKEY 
SARA RUTLAND 
ERNESTINE SEGRAVES 
FLORA SMITH
SARA SULLIVAN 
V IRG IN IA  YATES 
DR. FRANCIS DANIELS 
DR. PAUL BOESEN
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FAY PILKENTON 
President
MARY DAVIS 
Vice-President 
CAROLYN CROCKETT 
Secretary 
FRANCES M ANN ING  
Treasurer 
MISS FANN IE HARRINGTON 
Faculty Adviser
C O M M E R C E  C L U B
IT IS THE PURPO SE of the club to promote a feeling of good fellowship and good will among 
the girls interested in commerce, particularly those who are majoring or minoring in this field, 
and to promote a greater interest in modern business conditions, problems, and equipment. 
There are over a hundred members in the club. A t the regular monthly meetings various types 
of programs are presented. This year we have had several inspiring talks from local business men. 
The main project of the club is to sponsor a series of lectures given by state and nationally 
known business leaders. These lectures give a conception of the problems that confront one as 
she enters the profession. 
Fhe outstanding social event of the year was the Commerce Club banquet. A  most interest- 
ing program was given in the form of a trip around the world ten years later.
MEMBERS
JEA N  ABERSOLD 
SARA  ABBOTT 
MARTHA ADERHOLD 
M AYM I ALLEN 
JEA N E  A RM O UR 
SARA BAGW ELL 
A L IN E BARRON 
CHARLEENE BRAY 
ELEANOR BERRY 
DOROTHY BOTDORF 
MILDRED BOYER 
LIBBO BOSTICK 
ELEANOR BRI SEN DINE 
DOROTHY BROOKS 
M IR IAM  BROOKS 
EDITH BUCKNER 
NELLIE BUTLER 
CORNELIA  CALLAW AY 
FAYE CARTEY 
GERALD INE CHAMBLESS 
EULA BAY CHASTEEN 
M IR IAM  CHAPM AN 
N ER IN E CLEVELAND 
JERRY CONOLY
ELSIE CRISW ELL 
CAROLYN CROCKETT 
ALLEN E CROSS 
MARY DORIS 
EDITH DeLAMAR 
CAROLYN FAULKNER 
LO U ISE FITE 
HARRIETTE FULLER 
M ARGARET GRAY 
M ARGARET GORDON 
ALLEN E GRAHAM  
ELIZABETH HANCOCK 
MARY HANSFORD 
SARA H AN SO N  
M ARTHA HARDY 
CHARLOTTE HARRIS 
M ARGARET HENDRIX 
FRANCES HENDRIX 
FRANCES HICKS 
A N ZA  H ILLH O U SE 
M A R JO R IE  HOBBS 
CHARLOTTE H O W ARD  
A N N E HUBBARD
NELL HUBBARD 
LUCILE IVEY 
FRANCES IVEY 
RUTH JAY  
MARY K ILGORE 
THELMA LEDFORD 
M ARTHA LO W E 
BETTY W ARREN  LOTT 
BLANCHE MABBETT 
ELIZABETH M AN N IN G  
FRANCES M AN N IN G  
M ANRESE MARTIN 
OTHELDA M ASSENGILL 
ELIZABETH MORGAN 
OTHELDA M ILHO LLIN  
JEN N IE  M ILLER 
JESS IE  McCOLLUM 
MILDRED McCORMICK
bet t y  M cDo w e l l
W ILLEN A  NOLAN 
FAYE PILKENTON 
LO U ISE PRICE 
LAUTRELLE PRINCE
MARY PRITCHETT 
JEA N  PURDOM E 
DOROTHY RUARK 
ETHEL SCAIFE 
BEATRICE SERM O NS 
LILA SEYLE 
M ARTHA SIM PSON 
M ARTHA FRANCES SLATON 
EDNA M ARIE STANTON 
CATHRYN STEVENS 
SUE THOM PSON 
FRANCES TIGNER 
MILDRED TOMBERLIN 
HELEN TREADW AY 
CHRISTINE TURNER 
KATHLEEN TURNER 
DOROTHY UPSON 
FREIDA W A IN W R IG H T  
ALICE W EST 
BECKY W HITTLE 
ELOISE W ILSO N  
VALER IA  W ISE  
A L IN E W R IG H T  
W ILLE  T. W R IG H T
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VIRG IN IA  YATES 
President
FLORA SMITH 
Vice-President
ERNESTINE SEGRAVES 
Secretary
RUTH CHENEY 
Treasurer
C L A S S I C A L  G U I L D
THE PURPO SE of the Classical Guild is to bring together in closer rela­
tionship students that believe in the education, basically literary, repre­
sented by the A.B. degree. The Guild believes in the educative value of 
group action and in the closer extra-curricular fellowship of instructor 
and student.
GRACE CLARK 
MARG. GREEN 
EDITH HARBER
SARA ALLEN 
ELYCE BEDINGFELD
KATHRYN BROOKS 
MARY BROW N 
ISABEL DAVIS 
DORIS GODARD
FRESHMEN
FRANCES M ULD RO W  
ROSEMARY PECK
SOPHO M ORES 
MARY W YLL BENNETT 
RUTH CHENEY
UPPER CLASSMEN
FLORENCE NUNN 
M IR IAM  MULKEY 
ERNESTINE SEGRAVES 
FLORA SMITH
DOROTHY PERKINS 
DOROTHY SMITH 
ROBBIE LOU W ILSO N
EUGEN IA  HALL 
FLORENCE NUNN
SARA SULLIVAN 
M IN N IE  W IN N  
MERTYS W ARD 
V IRG IN IA  YATES
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L I T E R A R Y  G U I L D
MARTHA HALE 
President
MAUDIE DIXON 
Social Chairman
M INNIE ANN IRW IN  
Secretary-Treasurer
M ARY LEVERETT 
Publicity Chairman
MARY CARRUTH 
Program Chairman
MISS W IN IFRED  CROW ELL 
Faculty Adviser
THE ACTIVITIES of the Literary Guild grow out of the general purpose of promoting 
fellowship among students specializing in English; of stimulating creative writing through 
the literary magazine of the college, the CORINTHIAN; and quickening interest of 
the members in current literature through books and through personal acquaintance 
with writers.
This year the latest works of Willa Cather, Ellen Glasgow, and Mary Ellen Chase, 
and the poetry of Edwin Arlington Robinson have been reviewed.
The Guild sponsored the appearance at the college of Dr. John Donald Wade, and 
Daniel Whitehead Hickey. Mr. Wade, in a clever vein of humor, pointed out how 
philosophies expressed in early American magazines have reappeared in contemporary 
literature and thought . . . "Old Wine in a New Bottle." Mr. Hickey delighted the 
student body with readings from his volumes of poetry: "Bright Harbor," "Call Back 
the Spring," and "Thirteen Sonnets of Georgia." Mr. William Capel, of our own faculty, 
a contributor to the magazine "Esquire," discussed for the Guild "The Art of Writing 
for Publication."
ISABELLE ALLEN 
SARA RUTH ALLM O ND 
REBECCA ANDERSON 
EVELYN AUBRY 
LO UISE BENNETT 
ELLA BO W M A N  
KATHRYN BROOKS 
ELIZABETH BURRO UGHS 
NELLIE BÜRGIN 
MARY CARRUTH 
MARY HAZEL CARTER 
V IRG IN IA  CASON 
BARBARA CHAMBERS 
LO UISE CROW DER 
ISABEL DAVIS 
SARA JA N E  DECK
MEMBERS
M AUDIE DIXON 
ELISE DORSEY 
RUTH FLURRY 
A N N IE  SCOTT GUNTER 
ROSE HERNDON 
DOT HESTER 
EM M A JEA N E  HOLLIS 
M IN N IE  AN N  IR W IN  
MYRA JEN K IN S  
A N N IE  LAURIE JO N ES 
MARY LEVERETT 
CLAUDIA LITTLE 
GARNETTE LYNES 
MARGARET M ANN 
M ARGARET MATHIS 
MARY McGAVOCK
V IRG IN IA  NORTON 
RUBY OAKLEY 
DORIS PEACOCK 
LUCY PRESTON 
BETTY REED 
ERNESTINE SEGRAVES 
EDNA S IM M O N S 
FLORA SMITH 
ELEANOR SPARKM AN 
HARRIETTE STARKE 
ELIZABETH STEWART 
BO NNIE W ELLS TURNER 
PEGGY VAN CISE 
SARA K. VANN 
LOIS W ILL IA M S 
HAZEL W ITHERiNGTO N
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VIRG IN IA  SHOUSE 
President
M ARTHA PINSON 
Vice-President
SALLY CLODFELTER 
Secretary
MILDRED BURDETTE 
Treasurer
LADYE BRO W N 
Reporter
MRS. FERN E. DORRIS 
Faculty Adviser
R E C O N N A I S S A N C E  CLUB
"TH E PURPO SE of the club shall be to unite the students interested in Geography, to stimulate 
the study of the immediate environment and to discuss topics and problems of general interest."
In summarizing the achievements of the Reconnaissance Club it is of vital interest to note that 
the true purpose of the club embodied in the constitution has been more fully realized this year 
than ever before.
Each meeting, when the weather has permitted, has been devoted to exploration and a widen­
ing of the knowledge of our environment. The value of these investigations has been realized in 
its correlation in the numerous fields of present day life.
Short hikes have been made into the immediate vicinity as well as gradual expansive excursions 
into more distant parts of the state. A  most informative trip was taken to Macon, Georgia, to 
see the Ocmulgee Indian Mounds which are in an unfinished state of excavation. This field trip 
was made doubly interesting by the personal attention and explanations given the club by Dr. 
Kelley of Smithsonian Institute.
The State Museum, located in the capital in Atlanta was the object of one of our field trips. 
This survey was accompanied by an explanatory lecture by Mr. Lane, Assistant State Geologist.
Perhaps one of the most outstanding activities of the year was the co-sponsoring of a recep­
tion in honor of the "Imperial Russian Singers" after their recital. This performance and recep­
tion gave the members of the club a priceless personal contact with artistic talent.
RUTH ADAM S 
SUJETTE ADAM S 
M ARTHA BARNES 
SARA BRANHAM  
LADYE BROW N
MILDRED BURNETTE 
MARGARET CAMPBELL 
SALLY CLODFELTER 
ANNETTE DANIELS 
ELIZABETH DANIELS
MRS. FERN DORRIS 
SARA HELEN FERGUSON 
MARGARET LORD 
DORIS PEACOCK 
MARTHA PINSON
V IRG IN IA  SH O USE 
NELL STOKES 
CLAUDINE W ARD  
DOROTHY W ARD  
M AD AUN A  W H ELCH EL
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DR. E. G. CORNELIUS 
Varsity Coach 
GRACE GREENE 
Chairman
1 Varsity Debating Team:;
JA N E  CASSELS 
Senior 
TOM M Y COOKE 
Sophomore 
SUE LINDSEY 
Sophomore 
MARY LOUISE TURNER 
Sophomore 
MR. W . C. CAPEL 
Freshman Coach
Freshman Debating Teams
M IRIAM  BROOKS 
JEA N  BRO W N  
GRACE CLARK 
NELLE DAVITTE
INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING GUILD
THE INTERCOLLEG IATE DEBATING GUILD was organized, in the year 
of 1934-35, in answer to a definite need for some participation in local 
campus and intercollegiate debating activities. This initial effort has led 
to the formation of both freshman and varsity teams.
The subsequent activities of this group were motivated by the follow­
ing aims: to stimulate a more instructive knowledge of important, signif­
icant topics; to promote, through a medium of exchange, an inter­
collegiate fellowship and a better understanding; to provide, through 
actual experience, a more adequate training for those participating in 
debating.
t
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DR. E. G. CORNELIUS 
President
DR. EUR I BELLE BOLTON
Vice-President
DR. FRANCIS POTTER DANIELS 
Secretary-Treasurer
Executive Committee
DEAN ETHEL A. ADAMS 
PROF. MABEL TITSWORTH ROGERS
BETA CHAPTER OF GEORGIA 
PI G A M M A  MU
Social Science National Honor Society.
Charter granted January 30, 1929.
A IM
Co-operation in the study of human problems.
MOTTO
"Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free."
CO LO RS
"Blue and white . . . for truth and light."
*•
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A L M A  M A T E R
Through the years, the standards of you, 
Guide us to goals ever higher and true, 
Serving each day, guiding our way,
Hail, Alma Mater, our G. S. C.
C H O RU S 
Hail, Alma Mater, our G. S. C.,
In heart and soul 'twill be our goal 
To serve thee faithfully.
Daughters of Georgia, praise thee always, 
Hail Alma Mater, Hail G. S. C.
Brightly beams in all of our dreams 
Your light of service, guiding our way, 
Though we may go far, far away 
W e'll ne'er forget you, our G. S. C.
I*
OFFICERS
LOUISE SMITH 
President
M AGGIE JEN KINS 
First Vice-President
LOTTIE MORING CURL 
Vice-President-at-Large
L. HENDRICKSON McM ILLAN
(Mrs. Robert McMillan) 
Secretary
KATHARINE BUTTS 
Treasurer
A L U M N A E  A S S O C I A T I O N
MOTTO 
"Freely ye have received, freely give."
ELVYN P O O L E ....................................................
CHANDLER P A R K E R ...........................................
CATHARINE A L L E N ...........................................
CATHARINE R U S S E L L .................................
HELEN PACE (MRS. J.  S.) T H O M P S O N ........................Fifth
DISTRICT VICE-PRESIDENTS
. . . First SARA STEMBRIDGE (MRS. R. W .) GOBER . . . .  Sixth
. Second JEW ELL  B U R T O N ......................................................... Seventh
. . Third FRANCES THAXTON (MRS. J. P.) D Y E R ................... Eighth
Fourth M ARIE TUCKER (MRS. A. I.) B U T T S ........................ Ninth
HELEN JO N ES  . . r ................................................Tenth
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
M AGGIE JEN K IN S  
LOTTIE M O RIN G  CURL 
BLANCHE TAIT
BERNICE BRO W N (M RS. C. B.) M c C U L L A R .................................
MRS. ROBERT McM ILLAN 
LOUISE SMITH
KATHARINE BUTTS 
MARY LEE ANDERSON
Editor of Magazine
PURPOSE
The sole purpose of the Association is to serve our Alma Mater and its girls. To do this it seeks to render effective contacts 
between Alumnae and College by keeping forever burning the beautiful fire of loyalty to the Alma Mater and perpetuating memories 
of college associations; it strives diligently for her growth and the advancement of her strength and prosperity; and it spreads her 
influence even to those who do not call G. S. C. W . their college home.
MEMBERSHIP
All graduates, Diploma and Degree, and all former students. A t graduation each student is inducted into the Association.
A LU M N A E COUNCIL
The Al umnae Council is composed of the executive committee, the district vice-presidents; the class secretaries; the chairmen 
of the standing committees; and the representatives from the organized alumnae clubs. The Council meets annually at the college 
to discuss various alumnae problems and to plan the work of the Association.
AFFILIATION
The G. S. C. W . Al umnae Association is a member of the American Alumni Council.
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A LA  JO  BREWTON 
President
ROSA BLUE W ILL IA M S 
Vice-President
ELIZABETH LUCAS 
Secretary
FRANCES M ANN ING  
Treasurer
MISS M AGGIE JEN KINS 
Adviser
G R A N D D A U G H T E R S '  CLUB
PURPOSE
TO CREATE and to enjoy a happy friendship based on that of our one-time G. S. C. W . student mothers.
Because of our peculiar heritage, to form an ultra loyal group, to express this on the campus, by influential 
participation in student activities, to carry this special spirit with us as alumnae, and keep in touch with G. S. 
C. W . always.
To see that our club organization and spirit are continued from year to year.
ACTIVITIES
W e  are affiliated with the Alumnae Association and during the year aid them in all their activities on the 
campus, such as Homecoming, annual Alumnae Council meeting, and commencement activities. Our main project 
of the year is the sponsoring of Parents' Day.
Besides this project we also published this year, a directory of all students and the staff of the college. This 
was the first directory ever published at G. S. C. W .
MEMBERSHIP
is composed of girls whose mothers attended the Georgia State College for Women.The Granddaughters' Club 
The membership for this year 
HELEN ADAM S 
LO U ISE ALFORD 
ISABELLE ALLEN 
RUBY JO  ARM STRONG 
ELIZABETH ANN ARNOLD 
LENO RA BACON 
MARGARET BARKSDALE 
M ARIO N  BELL 
ELEANOR BERRY 
MARY BILES 
MARY E. BO HAN N O N  
V IR G IN IA  BOSTON 
A LA  JO  BREWTON 
PRISCILLA BRIGHT 
MARY HO USER BROW N 
MARY CATHERINE BRYAN 
MILDRED BURNETTE 
EVALAN CAISON 
MARTHA CHENEY 
O LIVE GRACE CLARK 
V IR G IN IA  COOPER 
GENEVIEVE COX 
FRANCES RUSSELL DANIEL
is as follows:
DOROTHY CORDELIA DAVIS 
SARA DAVIS 
FRANCES D O W IS 
ELOISE FREEMAN 
KATHERINE G IBSON 
NELL GRIFFITH 
ALICE HALL 
EDITH HARBER 
REBECCA HARBER 
DOROTHY HARDIN 
FLORENCE HARRISO N  
CATHERINE HART 
LORA HELTON 
AN ZA  H ILLH O U SE 
BEVERLEY HOLLAND 
CLARA HO LLINSHED  
MAY HO LLINSHED  
RUTH HO LLINSHED  
VERA HOOTEN 
JU L IA  HO RNE 
AN N E HUBBARD 
ALICE H UM PH RIES 
JO SEPH IN E  JEN N IN G S
SUE LINDSEY 
ELIZABETH LUCAS 
REBECCA LYLE 
MARGARET McCLURE 
CELESTE McCRANIE 
betty  M cDo w e l l  
EVELYN McNAIR 
CATHERINE MALLORY 
SARA M ALO NE 
ANN ELIZABETH M AN N IN G  
MARY FRANCES M ANN ING  
BETTY JEA N  M ATHEW S 
MATTIE JO  MAY 
HARRIET MINCEY 
FRANCES MITCHELL 
FLORIDE M OORE 
LOUISE MORGAN 
JU L IA  CONN MORTON 
CLAIRE MOSELEY 
HELEN MOSELEY 
FRANCES M ULD RO W  
KATHRYN NELSON 
W ILLEN A  NOLAN
DORIS PEACOCK 
BERYL POPE 
CORSE PRYOR 
CORA PRYOR 
MARGARET SANDERS 
EVELYN SENN 
KATHERINE SESSIONS 
BETTY SHELL 
MARTHA SIM PSON 
SARA S. SIM PSON 
V IRG IN IA  SMITH 
MARY B. STARR 
MARY L. STOKES 
NELL STOKES 
M IR IAM  TOUCHTON 
CHRISTINE TURNER 
FRANCES TURNER 
W ILLEN E U PSH A W  
CLARE W A R E  
MILDRED W ATSON 
EMILY W ILL IA M S 
ROSA BLUE W ILL IA M S 
MARY CAREY W ILL IS  
ELO ISE W ILSO N
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A L U M N A E  C A L E N D A R
September . . . Greetings to student body the first chapei exercise in September. 
September issue of magazine.
October . . . . G. S. C. W . Alumnae meetings at every district G. E. A. Conference. 
Organization of Granddaughters' Club.
November . . . November issue of magazine.
Homecoming— Thanksgiving.
State Council Meeting.
Alumnae chapel program.
Alumnae tea.
November 29, Annual pilgrimage to tombs of Dr. J. Harris Chappell 
and Dr. Marvin M. Parks on Dr. Parks' birthday.
December . . . December 26, G. S. C. W . Day throughout the world. G. S. C. W . 
Christmas parties everywhere!
March ............March issue of magazine.
A Pr i l ...............G - S- C. W . luncheon at Georgia Education Association.
May ...............Parents' Day.
Annual entertainment of Granddaughters' Club.
Annual entertainment of student leaders on the campus.
Sponsor permanent organization of Senior class.
June ...............June issue of magazine.
Commencement.
Induction of Seniors into Alumnae Association.
Reunions.
Annual banquet.
Annual business meeting.
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MALLORY ELECTED COLLEGE GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT
Eight Hundred Visitors Expected Today For Greatest Parents’ Day Celebration Campus Leaders Chosen at Mass Elections; Other Presidents AreMyra Jenkins and Pitts AllenGranddaughters’ Club 
Sponsors Day For 
Third Time
May 8—A sixteen-page issue 
of the Colonnade was published 
this morning in celebration of 
the third Parents’ Day held at 
G. S. C. W. Advance notices 
stated that more than eight 
hundred guests would be present 
today.
The paper, the largest Colon­
nade ever issued, contained 
campus views, and plans for the 
entire celebration in honor of 
the parents of the twelve hun­
dred students. Also included 
were stories of the recent news 
of the campus which has ap­
peared in the past two or three 
issues.
This is the third year that the 
Parents’ Day has been observed 
here, under the direction of the 
Granddaughters’ Club. Officers 
of the club are Ala Jo Brewton, 
Rosa Blue Williams, Elizabeth 
Lucas, and Frances Manning. 
Miss Maggie Jenkins, music 
teacher, and vice-president of 
the alumnae association, is ad­
viser.
Plans for the day include at­
tendance at classes, a chapel 
program, a miniature annual 
hike, dinner at Nesbitt woods, 
and a Uniform Review at the 
amphitheater.
Burrus, Thomason, Gar- 
butt Chosen Class 
Presidents
March 11—Appearing in the 
first “extra” edition of the Col­
onnade today, were results of 
the class elections which were 
held last night. According to 
these accounts, Juliette Bur­
rus, Columbus, will round out 
four years of service as a class 
officer as president of the in­
coming senior class.
Other s e n i o r  officers are 
Jeanne Parker, Avlona Athon, 
Ala Jo Brewton, and Catherine 
Calhoun.
Junior officers are Sue Thom­
ason, Prances Roane, Jane Had­
dock, Sara McDowell, Joan But­
ler, and Mary Lillian Pike.
Sophomore officers include 
Elizabeth Garbutt, Lucile Mor­
ton, Emily Williams, Cohyn 
Bowers, Lily Sibley, and Mar­
tha Griffith.
Goya W ill Be First On 
Artist Series
October 21—An unusually fine 
artist series has been assured 
the college for the year by the 
success of the membership cam­
paign of the Milledgeville Co­
operative Concert Association. 
The local group, headed by Dr. 
Sidney McGee, in conjunction 
with the faculty entertainment 
committee of the college will 
bring to Milledgeville nationally 
known artists.
The dancer, Carola Goya, has 
already been booked and will be 
presented in a program of Span­
ish dances. Sharing the program 
with Goya will be Beatrice Bur- 
ford, harpist, and Norman Secom, 
pianist.
The other programs will prob­
ably be selected from the fol­
lowing list: Joseph Szigeti, 
violinist; Rosemarie Brancato, 
soprano; Wilbur Evans, Bari­
tone; T'oscha Siedel, violinist; 
and the Russian Imperial Singers.
Through the combined efforts 
of the college lyceum committee 
and the local organization a finer 
program will be brought than 
could be attempted by either of 
the groups working separately.
January 27—Faculty foibles 
may irritate and annoy, and even 
frighten students in some 
classes, but by turning the 
tables, and giving the faculty 
members their “innings” by re­
plying to students’ protests 
against their own habits, campus 
surveys show that instructors 
here smile indulgently on stu­
dents’ pet habits, and are amused 
rather than irritated, annoyed 
or frightened.
The Colonnade staff members 
who combed the campus this 
week seeking faculty opinions on 
students’ habits that irritated 
them were surprised, not to say 
amazed at times, to find that 
students did not register with 
some of the more august faculty 
members.
GSCW Gets PW A Grant 
For New Dormitory
February 25—It was announced 
today that under the new P. W. 
A. grant, G. S. C. W. will receive 
a new $78,000 dormitory. The 
government share, which was 
granted to Chancellor Sanford, 
is $360,000. The goverment will 
furnish 45 per cent, of the total 
amount and the state 55 per 
cent.
From a conference that Chan­
cellor Sanford, Marion Smith 
and Clark Howell, Jr. had with 
the President at the White 
House it was learned that the | 
Georgia congressional delega­
tion had applied for an addi­
tional grant of $270,000 for 
financing projects at Athens, | 
Valdosta, Milledgeville, Augusta, 
and Atlanta.
Since the new dormitory must 
be ready by September the build­
ing program is scheduled to start 
immediately. The fund already 
granted will be spent in building 
dormitories throughout the Uni­
versity System.
Sanford says, “With the money 
now at hand, it is believed that 
we can remedy in part the over­
crowded situation which resulted 
in the System being forced to 
turn away many students in 
past years.”
Pooling ideas on returning 
from the survey, staff members 
were forced to the conclusion 
that those teachers are the ones | 
who always lecture, and evi­
dently become so wrapped up 
in their subject that they can 
never notice idiosyncracies of 
student.;
There were several general 
protests against students’ actions 
—such as chewing gum in class, 
and attending class with hair 
pinned up in the latest wave 
that the local beauticians have 
invented.
Most irritating expressions 
listed: “You know what I mean,” 
“Well, er . . “In a manner of 
speaking,” “Well, I read the les­
son but I can’t tell you.”
Vice-Presidents 
Are A llm ond, 
Garbutt, Stucky
March 11—An “extra” edition 
of the Colonnade this morning 
announced the returns in the 
spring elections which were 
held last night and the night 
before. Catherine Mallory, Sa­
vannah, will head the College 
Government Association.
Other organization leaders are 
Myra Jenkins, Thomaston, Y. W. 
C. A. president, and Pitts Allen, 
Recreation association head.
Other officers elected were 
Sara Ruth Allmond, Elizabeth 
Burke, Elizabeth Stewart, and 
Grace Greene, College Govern­
ment; Margaret Garbutt, Mar­
jorie Lanier, Marion Baughn, Dot 
Meadors, Edna Lattimore, Mary 
McGavock, and Catherine Cal­
houn, Y. W. C. A. executives; 
Elizabeth Stucky, Robbie Rogers, 
and Frances Roane, Recreation 
association.
Class presidents are Juliette 
Burrus, senior; Sue Thomason, 
junior, and Elizabeth Garbutt, 
sophomore.
A v lona  A t h o n  Named 
G.S.C. Posture Queen 
Saturday
December 2—Avlona Athon, 
representative of the Home 
Economics Club, was awarded 
the title of “Miss Posture of 
G. S. C.” in the contest which 
brought to a close the Posture 
Week sponsored by the Rec­
reation Association. Honorable 
mention was given to Eliza­
beth Meadows, Priscilla Bright, 
Johnny Wilson, and Freda Wain- 
wright.
After the judges handed in 
their decision, the winner was 
presented with a small statue 
by Mrs. Stewart Wootten. All 
the contestants in the parade of 
representatives from campus 
clubs and organizations walked 
across the stage and were in- 
I troduced by Eolyne Greene.
Throughout the week the rep- 
I resentatives wore the college 
colors on a badge, with their 
name and organization written 
on it.
Foibles of Students Amuse, But Not
Irritate Faculty Folks, Survey Shows
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Again We Ask You—  
W hat’s In  a Name?
January 13—It seems that our 
innocent little question of the 
past week’s Colonnade editorial 
“What’s in a Name?” has 
aroused quite a bit of talk over 
the state during the holidays, 
and quite a bit of publicity, even 
if the Powers That Be (the au­
gust Board of Regents in this 
case) do not deign to notice our 
frantic appeals to give us a lit­
tle individuality in our name.
According to the press no­
tices clipped from the papers 
throughout the state, the news­
papers are thoroughly in sympa­
thy with the movement started 
by the Colonnade with the sim­
ple query of “What’s in a 
Name?” Evidently they are tired 
of trying to decide which school 
is where, and why, and evidently 
they became so confused by the 
task that they decided to solve 
the problem by taking it turn 
about.
But for once, the credit for 
the news story was given cor­
rectly, and the Georgia State 
College for Women was written 
up in the state papers as being 
the instigator of the movement 
to get the board of regents to 
change the name of onje, or 
both, of the state woman’s col­
leges.
We thoroughly agree with the 
president of the other school in 
question in his statement made 
when interviewed by newspaper 
representatives. He said that 
the “only name uglier than the 
Georgia State Woman’s College 
was the Georgia State College 
for Women.” He was absolutely 
correct. And so was one of the 
Atlanta dailies which said that 
“neither had any beauty nor im­
agination, and both were about 
as ugly names as could be at­
tached to two such worthy in­
stitutions.”
A Final Vote o f Thanks
March 9—The concert of the 
Russian Imperial Singers will 
bring to a close what has cer­
tainly been the finest series of 
entertainments that this college 
or town has ever enjoyed. This 
paper has repeatedly expressed 
the students’ appreciation of the 
Milledgeville Co-operative Con­
cert Association, and at this 
time it seems fitting that a 
final word of gratitude should 
be expressed to the college en­
tertainment committee and the 
leaders of the town association 
members who made the series 
possible.
Undoubtedly that unusually 
outstanding artists who have per­
formed here have brought to the 
student body a new insight, a 
new appreciation of the arts, a 
new taste for the finest in en­
tertainment. Of course, we have 
not become a cultured, cosmo­
politan audience in one season, 
but we are on the way toward 
that goal.
Beyond the individual pleas­
ure and artistic development 
which the programs have brought 
to the individual student, the 
artist series has been an im­
portant force in creating a fav­
orable impression of G. S. C. W. 
throughout the state.
The programs we have heard 
were not merely to be enjoyed 
for the moment. Who will ever 
forget the gorgeously exotic 
dancing of Goya, the haunting 
strains of Toscha Seidel’s Strad­
ivarius, the engaging personality 
of Wilbur Evans, and the prom­
ise of further pleasant impres­
sions who will be here this 
week? For these lovely mem­
ories we are indebted to the 
Milledgeville Community Con­
cert Association.
The Atlanta paper also made 
the subtle suggestion that some 
member of the student body or 
faculty make friends with some 
noble person who was interested 
in education of the higher type, 
and at the same time had about 
half a million dollars waiting to 
be invested in some worthy 
cause. That, in the opinion of 
the writer, would solve the prob­
lem in a short time.
Even the board of regents 
members will be forced to agree 
with statements that have al­
ready been made that it would 
be hard to find two more unim­
aginative, unattractive, or more 
similar names if they tried for 
years. One of the names is bad 
enough to attach to an educa­
tional institution, but to give the 
other school such a name, and 
one so similar that hardly any­
body can tell the difference, is 
just about the worst piece of 
thinking we know of.
“We want a new name!”
“ Lights O ut”
March 9—Rather a large group 
of students hailed with joy the 
day when the electric sign which 
supposedly adorns the campus 
was taken down. Consequently, 
it was a disappointment when 
said sign reappeared in a “glori­
fied” blaze of brown and gold. 
The student body is gratefully 
aware of the improvements be­
ing made on the campus, such 
as planting shrubbery and chain­
ing of the walks, but one group 
of students at least does not 
list the redecoration of the 
G. S. C. W. lights as an im­
provement.
Such garish, blatant advertis­
ing does not seem to fit in with 
our emphasis on culture. We 
are becoming known throughout 
the state for our fine concert 
series which has attracted peo­
ple of discernment, our a ca- 
pella choir is making further 
progress in creating a desirable 
response in the minds of the 
public when G. S. C. W. is men­
tioned.
Should these people of the 
state who are gradually becom­
ing aware of the potentialities 
of this school “discern” the sign 
which fronts our campus, their 
reaction would quite possibly be 
distinctly unfavorable.
Undoubtedly, we need some 
manner of identification for the 
benefit of those who have never 
heard of this institution and so 
would not recognize it upon see­
ing the campus. But need such 
a mark smack of big business 
advertising? It seems rather 
apropos to throw out the sug­
gestion that the presentation of 
some such identifying mark like 
a bronze placque to be attached 
to the gate or something of that 
order more in keeping with the 
natural beauty of our campus 
might make a splendid gift for 
the senior class to give to the 
school.
Jane Cassels Elected N’tl 
Y .W .C.A . Committee 
Head
September 30—Jane Cassels, 
Americus, president of the local 
Y. W. C. A., was recently elected 
chairman of the national coun­
cil of student Y. W. C. A. organi­
zations at a meeting of the coun­
cil held in Hightstown, N. J.
Miss Cassels is the second 
southern student ever to hold 
this national office, the other be­
ing Margaret K. Smith, former 
student here. She was elected 
to the southern regional council 
at the Blue Ridge council held in 
June, and at the southern coun­
cil meeting in August she was 
elected southern representative 
to the national council.
The southern council is com­
posed of students from ten 
southern states, and the na­
tional group is composed of 
representatives from nine re­
gions.
Miss Cassels is also state vice- 
president of Y. W. C. A.-Y. M. 
C. A. organizations.
Ph illipa  K o lum
It has been more fun than 
you can possibly imagine being 
a gossip hunter-upper this past 
year. And it has been still 
more fun to do it incognito. That 
way a person can get more 
things for a column of this sort 
than he might otherwise.
I have been guessed at and 
hinted at, and practically shot 
at, more times than one. But I 
still like it. It must be the 
animal in me.
At times it has been sorta dis­
couraging because there didn’t 
seem to be any news at all. 
Everybody gets good once in a 
while, or something, and that’s 
when I get in a jam. But as a 
secret to those who might pos­
sibly want to be a gossip giver- 
outer sometime, I ’ll say this: 
in case there Is no news, your 
roommie is always good for a 
paragraph. There’s always some 
deep dark secret in her life.
And then, too, just remember 
what a teacher told me once: 
“What ever jam you get in at 
school, or what slip you might 
make, just remember that there’s 
at least one—and usually more—• 
faculty member who has been 
in the same fix.” (Does that 
give you hope that possibly you 
might turn out all right some­
day, and get to be a school 
teacher?)
Just a little pome to finish 
this with:
“Breathes there a columnist
With soul so fine 
Who, when he steals a joke, has 
said
I ’ll give a credit line?”
That poet just hasn’t seen 
enough of life if he still thinks 
there is one such person.
Phillipa
Faculty Members Chosen 
For Male Roles in  
Jester Play
January 27—Rehearsals were 
started last week on the Jesters’ 
major production of the year, 
“A Bill of Divorcement.” Fac­
ulty members will play the lead­
ing male roles, according to 
Catherine Mallory, Jester pres­
ident.
“A Bill of Divorcement” is the 
most serious production ever 
attempted by the dramatic club. 
Heretofore, except in one in­
stance, students have played the 
male roles, with only fair suc­
cess.
Those in the cast are Louise 
Donehoo, Catherine Mallory, 
R o s e m a r y  Davis, Roxanna 
Austin, Earl Walden, W. C. 
Capel, Max Noah, W. C. Salley, 
and Sidney McGee.
Mrs. Max Noah is directing 
the play which will be given 
February 28.
Faculty members were chosen 
for the leading male roles be­
cause the theme of “A Bill of 
Divorcement” calls for mature 
persons, and the Jesters realized 
that the teachers could fill the 
parts better than students.
Jessies’ Ideal Man Goes to Tech,Is Named Bill and Is an SAE
January 13—There’s something 
about a Tech man whose name 
is Bill and who wears an SAE 
pin that the sweet young things 
at the Georgia State College for 
Women simply can’t resist.
A “what do you like” question­
naire recently given to the en­
tire student body by the publi­
cations department resulted in 
a complete landslide in favor of 
Georgia Tech as the favorite j  
men’s college, the indication of | 
“Bill” as the name of the current 
boy friends, and the desirability | 
of the boy friends’ membership 
in Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra­
ternity.
The darkly handsome and dra-1 
matic Frederic March is the 
favorite movie star of the three 
upper classes, but the charms 
of the debonair Dick Powell sup­
plant March among the fresh­
men.
Dancing “cheek to cheek” to I 
the strains of Guy Lombardo’s 
orchestra is most heartily in­
dorsed by the entire student | 
body, as all four classes selected 
Lombardo’s band as their fav­
orite, and all except the seniors | 
chose “Cheek to Cheek” as the | 
most popular song hit.
Students Advocate Early 
Return to O ld Uniform
Pet H ates i n  Money- 
Spending Are Petty, 
Survey Shows
April 20—The regular issue of 
the Colonnade appeared today 
with stories and editorials writ­
ten by students and faculty mem­
bers protesting against the fast | 
machine age, and advocating an 
early return to the uniform j  
which was worn here several [ 
years ago.
Also appearing in the paper | 
was a detailed account of the 
Old Deal policies under consid­
eration of the authorities of the ! 
school, with the FERA—Fem­
inine Era Returns At last— 
movement back of the entire | 
program.
“Let us, go back, we say,” J  
quoting the Colonnade, “to the I 
days when men were gentlemen 
and ladies still blushed.” Bring 
back the old days.
This issue of the Colonnade 
was the annual burlesque edi-1 
tion.
Varsity and Frosh Teams 
Selected by Judges
Stormy Year Ahead W ith 
Hale, Storm, Flurry, 
Gale Here
February 25—In the case of 
the faculty members, the things 
which they buy worry them very 
little; it is the wherewithal 
to purchase said articles that 
bothers them, or rather the lack 
of it.
But where students are con­
cerned the most wholesale 
grievance is toothpaste, soap, 
and stamps. Some more of the 
most prominent articles given 
are hose, with dry cleaning bills 
running a close second, library 
fines, fees of any sort, postage 
due, shoe strings, books, bobby 
pins, having gym suits and cur­
tains washed, bath tub stoppers, 
paying for articles borrowed and 
broken, Kleenex, mimeographed 
questions in Physics, dues, and 
notebook paper.
Dr. Wells hates tips, Dean 
Taylor grudges shoe shines, Miss 
Adams dislikes exceedingly pay­
ing taxes on idle and unused 
lands and houses. Miss Hallie | 
Smith detests buying half-cent [ 
stamps and Dr. Massey hates to 
buy peanuts.
Other things not so general j  
were lipstick, gasoline, gloves, [ 
and hats.
Athletic Federation W ill 
Meet Here April 23-25
April 14—A meeting of the 
Georgia Athletic Federation for 
College Women will be held at 
G. S. C. W. April 23-25, with the 
members of the Recreation asso­
ciation acting as hosts. Kath­
leen Roberts, Gainesville, as 
president of the state organiza­
tion, and retiring president of 
the local group, will be in charge 
of all arrangements.
The delegates will arrive on 
the afternoon of April 23, and 
will return to their respective 
colleges on April 25.
Included on the program for 
the convention, in addition to 
the regular business sessions, 
are a number of entertainments 
in honor of the delegates from 
eight schools, among them being 
a formal dinner, a supper party, 
a tea, and a dance which will be 
the final meeting of the group.
Special play hours have been 
planned for the afternoons dur­
ing the convention by the mem­
bers of the Recreation associa­
tion.
Students in charge of arrange­
ments are Elizabeth Stucky, 
Robbie Rogers, Pitts Allen, Jane 
Haddock, Frances Roane, and 
Emily Williams.
January 27—Members of the 
varsity and freshman debating 
teams were announced today by 
Dr. E. G. Cornelius, varsity 
coach.
Varsity debaters include Jane 
Cassels, Tommy Cooke, Sue 
Lindsey, and Mary Louise Tur­
ner. Freshman debaters are 
Jean Brown, Miriam Brooks, 
Grace Clark, and Nelle Davitte.
W. C. Capel, professor of so­
cial science, has been selected 
as coach for the first year team 
members.
Library Staff Sponsors 
Second Hobby Show
September 30—It looks like a 
stormy year ahead, from the 
looks of the registrar’s books, 
what with a Storm, a Flurry, 
some Hales, a Gale, a Winn, and 
a Rainey, listed.
What’s in a name? Nothing 
say G. S. C. W. students whose 
names are like those of well- 
known movie stars. On the 
campus t h e r e  are students 
named Shirley Temple, Helen j  
Morgan, M a r g a r e t  Sullivan, 
Jeanne Parker.
There are three Hoggs, which 
might account for the Ham and 
Bacon. There is also a Bass, a 
Pike, and two Gills.
There is a Bright Girl, a | 
Christian girl, A Wise girl, a j  
Low girl, a Jolley girl, and the 
Best girl.
March 2—Having a hobby is 
a very profitable way of spend- j 
ing one’s leisure time, and then [ 
it gives one something to brag 
about to one’s friends. So stu­
dents and faculty members, re­
membering the exhibit of last 
year of the collections of most 
of the people on the campus, 
have acquiesced to the sugges­
tion for another Hobby Show, 
and are making plans to bring 
forth their pet collections for 
the exhibit.
The Hobby Show which was 
held in the library last year 
well merited the large attend­
ance throughout the week. All 
who viewed the collections pro- j 
nounced the show one of the j 
most interesting attractions ever | 
held on the campus.
The Hobby Show will be held 
as soon after spring holidays as | 
possible.
Aubry W ill Edit College 
Paper During 1936-37
April 28—Evelyn Aubry, At­
lanta, was elected today as edi­
tor of the Colonnade for next 
year. Her associate will be Lucy 
Caldwell, Smyrna.
Miss Aubry succeeds Betty 
Reed, Gainesville, with whom 
she has worked as associate 
editor for the past two years. 
She was the first sophomore 
ever to hold the position of as­
sociate editor.
Other staff m e m b e r s  are 
Frances Daniel, Orlando, Fla., 
business manager, and Avlona 
Athon, Macon, advertising man­
ager. News editors include Betty 
Holloway, Skeets Morton, and 
Jeane Armour. The exchange | 
editor is Bonnie Burge.
A Capella Choir Goes 
On Tour of State
March 2 — The A Capella 
choir left Milledgeville yester­
day, starting their tour of the 
state, with about fifty students 
from the two local colleges mak­
ing the trip. They gave con­
certs in Augusta in the after­
noon and in Warren ton last 
night.
Other towns included on the 
schedule of the choir are Louis­
ville on Monday night, Waycross 
on Tuesday night, and Lyons on 
Wednesday night. Climaxing the 
program will be a home concert 
on Thursday night. The choir 
is doing excellent work and is 
fast making a name for itself 
in Milledgeville and surround­
ing communities.
The choir has presented con­
certs in Sparta, Eatonton, and 
Madison, and much favorable 
criticism was heard following 
these programs, particularly in 
Madison.
SNYDER'S READY i
Col lege  W i l l  Sponsor 
Weekly Radio 
Broadcasts
October 7—A series of radio 
programs over WMAZ, Macon, 
will be sponsored by G. S. C. W. 
every Tuesday afternoon under 
the direction of Mrs. Nelle Wo­
mack Hines.
Two programs were given 
prior to the opening of school, 
and Miss Ethel Adams, dean of 
women, will be the third speaker 
on next Tuesday.
L I K E . . .
y o u r j
HO M E TO W N  DRUG |
STORE 1
Have you Had Your 
Cu-Kid today?
TO W EAR
622 Cherry Street 
MACON, GEORGIA
Exclusive But Inexpensive
CULVER & KIDD 
DRUG CO.
The Kexall Store
Students Vote Approval 
of Constitution Changes
March 9—The name “College 
Government Association” was 
adopted by the student body at 
chapel Friday to replace the 
former name “Student Govern­
ment Association.”
The vote to change the name 
took place at a special chapel 
meeting, at which time students 
also voted on revisions oi the 
constitution of the College Gov­
ernment Association.
The name change was deemed 
necessary to clarify in the minds 
of everyone that such an organi­
zation is based on a plan of co­
operation between students and 
faculty. The new name is 
thought to be more indicative 
of this arrangement than the 
former title of the association.
107 Students Make Dean’s 
List
January 13—-The dean’s list 
for the fall quarter, ending at 
the Christmas holidays, was an­
nounced recently, and seniors 
led the list of honor students.
Classes ranked as follows: 
seniors, thirty-two; sophomores, 
thirty; freshmen, twenty-four; 
juniors, twenty-one.
Altogether, there were only 
107 Students making the neces­
sary average of 87, as compared 
with 193 last fall quarter. This 
drop was due to raising the stan­
dard from 85 to 87.
Max Noah W ill Head New 
Music Organization
October 7—The first meeting 
of the Milledgeville Community 
Concert Choral s o c i e t y  met 
Tuesday night with over two 
hundred and twenty-five present. 
Included in the large group of 
singers were students from G. 
S. C. W. and G. M. C., faculty 
members, and Milledgeville cit­
izens.
Mr. Max Noah, newly elected 
head of the G. S. C. W. music 
department, is director of the 
society. He announced after 
the meeting that the society had 
adopted as its main project the 
Messiah, which is to be an an­
nual event just prior to the 
Christmas holidays.
Most Honor Students In  
Senior, Frosh Classes
March 30—Seniors and fresh­
men tied for first place with 
the highest number of students 
in those classes making the 
dean’s list for the winter term. 
The list has just been released 
from Dr. Hoy Taylor’s class.
Ninety-eight students from the 
entire student body made the 
honor list, as compared with 154 
for the winter term last year, 
and 107 who made the necessary 
average in the fall.
Classes ranked as follows: 
seniors, twenty-nine; freshmen, 
twenty-nine; juniors, twenty- 
two; sophomores, eighteen.
Alumnae Members Pub­
lish First Journal 
Recently
December 2—The first issue 
of a G. S. C. W. alumnae mag­
azine appeared with the publi­
cation of the November edition, 
with Mrs. Bernice Brown Mc- 
Cullar acting as editor and Miss 
Kathleen Wheeler, advertising 
manager.
The magazine is an attractive 
edition having twelve pages and 
it is dedicated to Mr. L. S. Fow­
ler, who acted as adviser for 
the publication of the G. S. C. W. 
Alumnae Journal, Volume 1, Num­
ber 1. An alumnae directory is 
included in the journal with the 
officers and their home towns.
The last four pages of the 
book are filled with personal 
news concerning alumnae mem­
bers who are living in widely 
scattered parts of the country.
Students f r o m  Eleven 
States
October 7—G. S. C. W.’s fame 
may not have spread quite as 
far as “from the rock-bound 
shores of New England to the 
sunny climes of California,” but 
the large out-of-state enrollment 
for this term proves that the col­
lege is gaining a national repu­
tation at least from the bridge 
at Brooklyn to the sunny sands 
of Vero Beach, Fla.
There are thirty-four out-of- 
state girls registered here. Flor­
ida leads the out-of-state enroll­
ment, with fourteen representa­
tives, while South Carolina is 
next.
Other states which have more 
than one student here are New 
Jersey, Illinois, North Carolina, 
Tennessee, Alabama, and Louis­
iana, Ohio, New York, and Ken­
tucky, one each.
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^REMINGTON
N O I S E L E S S
MODEL
• The Remington Noiseless Desk 
Model 8 is precisely the right ma­
chine for you. I t  will perform effi­
ciently all the writing functions o f 
the standard sized office machines, 
which sell for from $38 to  $50 more.
R E M I N G T O N  
DESK MODEL
IS PRECI SELY THE S A M E  
A S  M O D E L  8 
W I T H O U T  THE 
N O I S E L E S S  
F E A T U R E
I f  you feel that a portable is too 
small for your needs, yet hesitate to 
invest in a noiseless typewriter cost­
ing $130 or more, this is the machine 
for you. Beautifully designed, stur­
dily built, with full sized carriage, 
tabulator, full length ribbon, it 
possesses every essential feature 
found on any typewriter . . .  and it’ s 
N O ISELESS!
Model 9 is identical with Model 8, 
minus the noiseless feature, and 
costs $7.50 less. Come in and try 
both these machines!
Call any Rem ington Rand  
Office or write Rem ington Rand, 
Inc., 615 Mulberry Street, 
Macon, Georgia.
F o r e n s i c  C o u n c i l  
Formed; Vi Janies 
is President
February 3—Actions have been 
taken to organize a forensic 
council which will sponsor a 
weekly forum to discuss topic 
of the day. The council is com­
posed of five faculty members— 
Dr. Hoy Taylor, Dr. W. C. Capel, 
Dr. E. G. Cornelius, Dr. Carmen 
Rogers, and Miss Ida Pound— 
and five students—Vi James, 
Jane Cassels, Kathleen Roberts, 
Grace Greene, and another lower 
class student—who will make 
plans for each week for the topic 
to be discussed the following 
Sunday night and select the 
leader for the discussion.
Vi James was chosen as presi­
dent of the council and Dr. Tay­
lor as vice-president. The plan 
to continue the forum was made 
after the enthusiasm shown 
Sunday by persons attending.
The debating club was the in­
stigator of the open forum and 
all students and faculty are in­
vited to attend the weekly Sun­
day night forum.
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\oi So Fîii* Aw ay . . . .
Many a Fair Grad Has Visions of Exchanging 
That Jaunty Cap and Gown for a Trailing Veil of White!
And quite naturally a Bride's thoughts turn to home— HER HOM E— and the furniture 
that's going in it. Being the smart little bride that she is (G. S. C. W ., take a bow!) 
we've a hunch she'll think of Sterchi's . . . the South's largest home-furnishings store, 
from whose spacious floors she can surely find the furniture for expressing her own
individuality!
STROMS
116-120 W hitehall St., Atlanta
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E. E. BELL CO.
M ILLEDGEVILLE ' G E O R G IA  
For thirty-six years in our present store, serving the public with 
the best of everything that the women wear, from head to foot.
•
LADIES' FINE MILLINERY, $1.00 to $5.00 
•
/ W E  SELL JU L IU S  KAYSER  SILK U N D ER W EA R  AND  SILK H O SE  * 
W E  CARRY VAN  RA ALTE 'S  SILK G LO VES AN D  SILK U N D ER W EA R
Ladies fine dresses— Levine, at < $16.75 to $25.00 
Bloomfield's dresses— Large sizes * $12.95 to $19.75 
C. H. D. Robbins dresses, 14 to 20's— $15.00 to $19.00
•
Ladies' fine coats and swagger suits— made by S. Goldberg Co. 
of New York
Coats at t $16.75 to $59.00
Swagger suits, $12.00 to $25.00 
•
American Lady girdles and combinettes— $1.00 to $5.95 
Youth-form brassieres 1 1 1 59c to $2.00
•
Johnson Stephens & Shinkle fine shoes for ladies, $6.00 to $8.50 
Red Cross fine walking shoes ■> * $6.00
Rice O'Neill's dress shoes i * $6.00 to $8.00
•
OUR BEAUTY PARLORS ARE ON THE SECOND FLOOR— STRICTLY 
SANITARY WITH EXPERT OPERATORS 
•
If you want the best, shop at
E. E. BELL CO.
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McClure Office Equipment 
Company
OFFICE OUTFITTERS 
560-562 Mulberry Street 
Macon ■> Georgia
The Store Where Quality Counts
M A C O N  S H O E  C O .  
from 1900
— a reputation earned through a firm 
refusal to compromise with quality.
Compliments of the 
ATLANTIC ICE & COAL COMPANY
Milledgeville y Georgia 
PHONE 485
L O U I S  I S A A C S O N ,  I nc
Furs of Fashion 
EVERYTHING IN  FURS 
Henry Grady Hotel 
210 Peachtree 1 Atlanta, Ga.
Compliments of
C R A N E  C O .
!
Heating and Plumbing Supplies
HOTEL LANIER
MACON PAPER COMPANY, 
Incorporated
PAPER, PAPER BAGS, TABLETS, 
TWINE, ETC.
5 1 I -51 3 Fifth Street 
MACON ,  GEO RGIA
Rates $ 1.50 and Up 
Free Auto Storage
M ACO N
i
G EO R G IA
THANK YOU . . .
. . . for favors shown us 
See us for 
Wedding, Birthday and Anniversary Gifts
WILLIAMS & RITCHIE
Jewelers
MILLEDGEVILLE GA.
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Another Good Annual
by
H i l l y e r  C. W a r l i c k
M a c o n  *  G e o r g i a
F O O T W E A R
Styled expressly for the discerning College Miss
BURNS BOOT SHOPPE
MACON, G EO RG IA
SIM M O N S PLATING  W ORKS, IN C .
219-221-223 Pryor Street, S. W . 
Atlanta 1 Georgia
CHANDLER'S VARIETY STORE
Milledgeville 1 Georgia
We appreciate your patronage. Make 
our store YOUR store.
It Costs Less at
STERCHI'S
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST HOME FURNISHERS
Maeon Georgia
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Any Bank s Business Depends Upon Its Assets
O u r Statement shows nearly
Two M illion Doll ars Assets
Our growth shows assets figures do not express: 
the confidence of the community; the long list of 
depositors; the high standard of our dealings; and 
our increasing growth demonstrates H IG H  PER­
SO N A L  ASSETS.
r  r>
W RITE US. W IR E  US. VISIT US. O URS IS THE OPEN DOOR.
T h e  M i l l e d g e v i l l e  B a n k i n g  C o m p a n y
OFFICERS
M ILL E R  S. BELL, President M IL L E R  R. BELL, Cashier
E. E. BELL, Vice-President MISS W IL L IE  BOGGUS, Assistant Cashier
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Pure as 
Sunlight
The proof o f its purity is in  the 
testing. Twenty-two scientific 
tests fo r purity, covering every 
step in  its preparation, s a fe ­
g u a r d  this drink o f natural 
flavors.
Coca-Cola Co., A tlanta, Ca.
For Chemicals and Laboratory 
Supplies
write
ESTES SURGICAL SUPPLY CO.
Atlanta f Georgia
W E  G ET  * /
a heap of satisfaction in fitting you 
with good shoes.
y o u  G ET  * '
a heap of satisfaction in wearing 
the kind we fit—
A G E N T  F O R  D O V E D O W N  H O S IE R Y
SKINNER'S SHOE STORE, Inc.
Milledgeville’s Only Shoe Store
The Largest Equipment and Fixhire 
House in the South
THE STRAUS COMPANY
Richmond i Virginia
Manufacturers of
Hotel - Restaurant - Institutional 
Equipment - Store Fixtures - Etc.
SILV E RC H I N A GLASS
R. H. FREEM AN , JR ., J .  L. SULLIVAN ,
Pres.-Gen'l Mgr. Vice-Pres.
J .  TOM DENT, Sec'y & Treas.
FREEMAN-DENT-SULLIVAN 
C O M P A N Y
Distributors
Wholesale Produce and Fruits
It is our pleasure to serve G. S. C. W. with 
quality fruits and vegetables the year round.
45 I Fifth Street 
MACON i  GEO RG IA
BINFORD'S DRUG STORE
"A  Friendly Place 
to Trade"
MILLEDGEVILLE, GEO RG IA
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fU S E . . .
NATURAL 
G A S
For Cooking, 
Refrigeration, 
and 
Heating
GEORGIA  
NATURAL
G A S  
C O R P .
M IL L E D G E V IL L E
G E O R G I A
The College 
Store 
of 
Milledgeville
Is ever alert to the 
requirements and 
tastes of Stu­
dents.
The latest creations 
in Stationery is our 
specialty.
A  full line of Fountain 
Pens, Athletic Goods, 
Art Material, Gifts, 
Greetings, etc., al­
ways on hand.
W O O T T EN ’S 
BOOK STORE
There Is a Martin Theatre Near You
You Are Always Welcome
THEATRES THROUGHO UT GEORGIA, 
FLORIDA, ALABA M A
It's the C A M P U S
in MILLEDGEVILLE
Roy E. MARTIN, Owner
A. E. ADAMS, General Manager
FRANK D. ADAMS, Local Manager
H O M E  O F F IC E :
COLUMBUS GEORGIA
SHOP AT THE UNION
The Last Word in •  
Smart Millinery
M A C O N ’S BEST DEPARTMENT STORE7
" Foot Notes”
Captivating, Exciting, 
Glamorous!
Hats for the Colleqe 
Girl
Exclusive Agents 
for
W ELD O N & DOBBS 
SPORT FELTS
Correct Ap par el for 
Every Occasion
Our youthful styles will de­
light you and our Prices 
will please you. 
Courteous service that will 
make you a Regular 
Custom er at our 
Store.
Our Shoe Parlor Caters 
to the College Girl. 
Styles of the Hour 
For every occasion—
E N N A  JE T T IC K , SELBY 
A R C H  PRESERV ER  
A N D
D i c k e r s o n ’s s h o e s  
Pay us a visit.
T H E  U N I O N  D R Y  G O O D S  C O M P A N Y
M A C O N ,  G E O R G I A
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ITHERE ARE MANY REASONS WHY 
SUCCESSFUL ANNUALS REQUIRE. 
THE SERVICES OF EXPERIENCED 
AND  EXPERT  C R A F T S M E N
FOOTE & DAVIES CO.
~ZtC
Hs;
HAVE THESE SERVICES . . . a„J
th e  m i-.»/ « <; i' <? .< .<.I 1 if i i> m y  <> h e n I .* o ^ 
a l t  t e a l  I tj j/ 1 i t c loti.» i n c I u d  i a  ¡j
A SPECIAL  ANNUAL SALES 
AND SERVICE ORGANIZATION 
CREATIVE DES IGNERS AND 
LAYOUT ARTISTS •: ABUNDANT 
EQUIPMENT . . . MODERN AND 
COMPLETE . PRICES REPRE­
SENTING MAXIMUM IN VALUE
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
